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1. Apologies for Absence  

2. Confirmation of Minutes  

Please note that it is helpful if Councillors could give advance notice, 
to Democratic Services, of any questions they wish to raise in respect 
of the Minutes.

Minutes of the meeting held on 1 December 2016, circulated under 
separate cover.

3. Chairman's Announcements  

4. Declarations of Interest  

Councillors are reminded of their responsibility to declare any 
disclosable pecuniary interest which they may have in any item of 
business on the agenda no later than when that item is reached.  
Unless dispensation has been granted, you may not participate in any 
discussion of, or vote on, or discharge any function related to any 
matter in which you have a pecuniary interest as defined by 
regulations made by the Secretary of State under the Localism Act 
2011.  You must withdraw from the room or chamber when the 
meeting discusses and votes on the matter.

Matters for Decision

5. Acceptance of Supplementary Matters  

6. Future Items  9 - 10

7. Report of the Head of Planning  

PART 1 - East Hampshire District Council Items

Section I

7.(i)  30667/018/RES/SaH - Alton Sports & Social Club, Anstey Road, 
Alton, GU34 2RL  
Miller Homes Ltd

Reserved matters pursuant to application 30667/015 for 85 residential 
dwellings with associated parking, landscaping, infrastructure and 
works, following demolition of existing buildings and structures 
(Appearance, landscaping, layout and scale to be considered)

11 - 52
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7.(ii)  33993/083/FUL/SAW - Former OSU site Area B, Midhurst Road, 
Liphook  
East Hampshire District Council

Development of 1no. office block creating up to 650 sqm gross 
internal area. (Revision to that previously approved for block 1) and 
revised access [Internal floorspace figure corrected 17 November 
2016 - Supplementary landscaping plan received 25 November 2016]

53 - 68

7.(iii)  33993/084/ADV/SAW - Former OSU site Area B, Midhurst Road, 
Liphook  
East Hampshire District Council

Display of two non-illuminated Marketing Boards fitted to grey PVC 
coated steel posts (Amended plans received 7 and 13 December 
2016)

69 - 76

Section II

There are no Section 2 items within this agenda.

PART 2 - South Downs National Park Items

Section I

There are no Section 1 items within this agenda.

Section II

There are no Section 2 items within this agenda.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

IF YOU WOULD LIKE A VERSION OF THIS AGENDA, OR 
ANY OF ITS REPORTS, IN LARGE PRINT, BRAILLE, 
AUDIO OR IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE PLEASE CONTACT 
DEMOCRATIC SERVICES ON 01730 234073.

Internet

This agenda and its accompanying reports can also be found on the East 
Hampshire District Council website: www.easthants.gov.uk

Public Attendance and Participation

Members of the public are welcome to attend and observe the meetings. 
Many of the Council’s meetings allow the public to make deputations on 
matters included in the agenda. Rules govern this procedure and for further 
information please get in touch with the contact officer for this agenda. 

Disabled Access

All meeting venues have full access and facilities for the disabled.

Emergency Procedure

Please ensure that you are familiar with the location of all emergency exits 
which are clearly marked. In the unlikely event of an emergency an alarm will 
sound.

PLEASE EVACUATE THE BUILDING IMMEDIATELY.

DO NOT RE-ENTER THE BUILDING UNTIL AUTHORISED TO DO SO.

No Smoking Policy

All meeting venues operate a no smoking policy on all premises and grounds.

http://www.easthants.gov.uk/




PLANNING COMMITTEE

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. This report considers planning applications submitted to the Council, as the Local 
Planning Authority, for determination.  It may also include items which are being 
determined by the Council on behalf of the South Downs National Park Authority.

East Hampshire District Council is acting as an agent for the South Downs National 
Park Authority in accordance with an agreement signed under Section 101 of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990.  Under this arrangement the Council can 
determine planning applications on sites within the South Downs National Park area 
of the district on behalf of the National Park Authority.  Applications for the South 
Downs National Park are prefixed with the letters SDNP. 

2.1. SECTIONS IN THE REPORT

The report is divided into two main parts; 

Part 1 – East Hampshire District Council

This part of the report considers applications and related planning matters which are 
being determined or considered by the Council as the Local Planning Authority.  

Part 2 – South Downs National Park Authority

This part of the report considers applications and related planning matters which fall 
within East Hampshire District’s area of the South Downs National Park and which 
the Council is determining or considering on behalf of the South Downs National 
Park Authority.  

Each part of the report is split into two sections:  

Section 1 - Schedule of Application Recommendations 

This Section deals with planning applications that have been received by the Council 
and which require the Planning Committee to make a decision to grant or refuse 
permission.  Each item contains a full description of the proposed development, 
details of the consultations undertaken and summary of the responses received, an 
assessment of the proposal against current policy, a commentary and concludes with 
a recommendation.  A presentation with slides will be made to Committee.  Public 
participation is allowed on Section 1 items.

Section 2 – Other matters 

This Section deals with other planning matters which are not the subject of a current 
application or are current applications which have already been determined and have 
been subject to a committee resolution to grant or refuse. No formal presentation will 
be made to Committee, unless required, and there will be no public participation.”

2.2. All information, advice, and recommendations contained in this report are 



understood to be correct at the time of publication, which is more than one week in 
advance of the Committee meeting.  Because of the time constraints, some reports 
may have been prepared in advance of the final date for consultee responses or 
neighbour comment.  Where a recommendation is either altered or substantially 
amended between preparing the report and the Committee meeting or where 
additional information has been received, a separate Supplementary Matters paper 
will be circulated at the meeting to assist Councillors.  This paper will be available to 
members of the public.

3. PLANNING POLICY

3.1. All planning applications must be determined in accordance with the development 
plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise (Section 38(6) of the Town 
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).  If the development plan contains material 
policies or proposals and there are no other material considerations, the application 
should be determined in accordance with the development plan.  Where there are 
other material considerations, the development plan will be the starting point, and 
other material considerations will also be taken into account.  One such 
consideration will be whether the plan policies are relevant and up to date.  The 
relevant development plans are the Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan, The East 
Hampshire District Joint Core Strategy 2014 and the saved policies in the East 
Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review 2006. 

3.2. Although not necessarily specifically referred to in the Committee report, the relevant 
development plan will have been used as a background document and the relevant 
policies taken into account in the preparation of the  report on each item.  

3.3. The East Hampshire District Joint Core Strategy and Local Plan have policies that 
contain criteria that must be met if a particular form of development is to be allowed.  
Paragraph 11 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states:  “Planning 
law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.”  

3.4. The Council may sometimes decide to grant planning permission for development 
that departs from a development plan if other material considerations indicate that it 
should proceed.  One of these material considerations is whether the plan is up-to-
date in terms of housing delivery.  

4. OTHER MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1. Material considerations must be genuine planning considerations, i.e. they must be 
related to the development and use of land in the public interest.  They must also 
fairly and reasonably relate to the application concerned.  The Courts are the arbiters 
of what constitutes a material consideration.  All the fundamental factors involved in 
land-use planning are included, such as the number, size, layout, siting, design, and 
external appearance of buildings and the proposed means of access, together with 
landscaping, impact on the neighbourhood, and the availability of infrastructure.  



4.2. Matters that should not be taken into account are:
 loss of property value  loss of view
 land and boundary disputes  matters covered by leases or covenants
 the impact of construction work  property maintenance issues
 need for development (save in 

certain defined circumstances)
 the identity or personal characteristics of 

the applicant
 competition between firms,  or matters that are dealt with by other 

legislation, such as the Building 
Regulations (e.g. structural safety, fire 
risks, means of escape in the event of 
fire etc). - The fact that a development 
may conflict with other legislation is not a 
reason to refuse planning permission or 
defer a decision.  It is the applicant’s 
responsibility to ensure compliance with 
all relevant legislation.

4.3. Government statements of planning policy are material considerations that must be 
taken into account in deciding planning applications.  These statements cannot make 
irrelevant any matter that is a material consideration in a particular case.  
Nevertheless, where such statements indicate the weight that should be given to 
relevant considerations, decision-makers must have proper regard to them.  

4.4. In those cases where the development plan is not relevant, for example because 
there are no relevant policies, the planning application should be determined on its 
merits in the light of all the material considerations. 

5. PLANNING CONDITIONS AND OBLIGATIONS 

5.1. The Council can impose conditions on planning permissions only where there is a 
clear land-use planning justification for doing so.  Conditions should be used in a way 
that is clearly seen to be fair, reasonable, and practicable.  One key test of whether a 
particular condition is necessary is if planning permission would have to be refused if 
the condition were not imposed.  Otherwise, such a condition would need special 
and precise justification. 

5.2. Where it is not possible to include matters that are necessary for a development to 
proceed in a planning condition the Council can agree a planning obligation under 
Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.  Planning obligations 
should meet the Secretary of State's policy tests.  They should be: 
 necessary;
 relevant to planning;
 directly related to the proposed development;
 fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed development; and
 reasonable in all other respects.

5.3. The use of planning obligations is governed by the fundamental principle that 



planning permission may not be bought or sold.  It is therefore not legitimate for 
unacceptable development to be permitted because of benefits or inducements 
offered by a developer, which are not necessary to make the development 
acceptable in planning terms.  Planning obligations are only a material consideration 
to be taken into account when deciding whether to grant planning permission, and it 
is for the Council to decide what weight should be attached to a particular material 
consideration. 

6. PLANNING APPEALS 
Applicants have the right of appeal to the Secretary of State if an application is refused, or 
granted subject to conditions, or if it has not been determined within the specified period.  
Appeals are administered by the Planning Inspectorate - an executive agency reporting to 
the Secretary of State.  Appeals are considered by written representation, hearings, and 
public inquiries.  In planning appeals, it is normally expected that both parties will pay their 
own costs.  Costs can however, be awarded against the Council where it:

(a) fails to determine a planning application in good time – the Council must have good 
planning reasons to explain and justify why it did not make a decision in time.

(b) fails to carry out adequate prior investigation consistent with national policy and 
guidance.

(c) prevents or delays development that should clearly be permitted having regard to 
the development plan, national policy statements and any other material 
considerations.  It is the Councils responsibility to produce evidence to show 
clearly, why the development cannot be permitted. Reasons for refusal must be

 complete, 
 precise, 
 specific
 relevant to the application, and
 supported by substantiated evidence. 

(d) fails to show reasonable planning grounds for taking a decision contrary to officer 
advice 

(e) gives too much weight to neighbour objections - the extent of local opposition is not, 
in itself, a reasonable ground for resisting development. To carry significant weight, 
opposition should be founded on valid planning reasons that is supported by 
substantial evidence.

(f) relies on unsubstantiated objections where they include valid reasons for refusal 
but rely almost exclusively on local opposition from third parties, through 
representations and attendance at an inquiry or hearing, to support the decision.

(g) fails to show that it has considered the possibility of imposing relevant planning 
conditions to allow development to proceed.

The following are examples given in Planning Practice Guidance of circumstances that 
may lead to an award of costs against the Council:
(a) ignoring relevant national policy – for example, the advice in NPPF,
(b) where a proposal is contrary to the development plan but the relevant policy has 

been superseded by national policy which advocates an entirely different approach. 
An example might be ignoring national advice in paragraph 54 of NPPF which may 
allow some market housing to bring forward a rural affordable housing exception 
site,



(c) acting contrary to, or not following, well-established case law,
(d) persisting in objections to a scheme, or part of a scheme, which has already been 

granted planning permission or which the Secretary of State or an Inspector has 
previously indicated to be acceptable,

(e) not determining like cases in a like manner – for example, imposing an additional 
reason for refusal on a similar scheme to one previously considered by the 
planning authority where circumstances have not materially changed,

(f) failing to grant a further planning permission for a scheme the subject of an extant 
or recently expired permission where there has been no material change in 
circumstances,

(g) refusing to approve reserved matters when the objections relate to issues that 
should already have been considered at the outline stage,

(h) imposing a condition that is not necessary, precise, enforceable, relevant to 
planning, relevant to the development permitted or reasonable and thereby does 
not comply with the advice in the Planning Practice Guidance on the use of 
conditions in planning permissions,

(i) requiring the appellant to enter into or complete a planning obligation which does 
not accord with the tests in para 204 of the NPPF, or

(j) not imposing conditions on a grant of planning permission where conditions could 
effectively have overcome the objection identified – for example, in relation to 
highway matters.

7. THE SECRETARY OF STATE'S ROLE

7.1 The Secretary of State has reserve powers to direct the council to refer an 
application to him/her for decision. This is what is meant by a 'called-in' application. 
In general, this power of intervention is used selectively and the Secretary of State 
will not interfere with the jurisdiction of local planning authorities unless it is 
necessary to do so.  The Planning Practice Guidance sets out the type of 
development proposals that directs local authorities to consult with the Secretary of 
State before granting planning permission.

8. PROPRIETY

8.1 Councillors are elected to represent the interests of the whole community in 
planning matters and not simply their individual Wards.  When determining planning 
applications they must take into account planning considerations only.  This can 
include views expressed on relevant planning matters.  Local opposition or support 
for a proposal is not in itself a ground for refusing or granting planning permission, 
unless it is founded upon valid planning reasons. 

9. PRIVATE INTERESTS 

9.1 The planning system does not exist to protect the private interests of one person 
against the activities of another, although private interests may coincide with the 
public interest in some cases.  It can be difficult to distinguish between public and 
private interests, but this may be necessary on occasion.  The basic question is not 
whether owners and occupiers of neighbouring properties would experience financial 
or other loss from a particular development, but whether the proposal would 



unacceptably affect amenities and the existing use of land and buildings that ought 
to be protected in the public interest. Covenants or the maintenance/protection of 
private property are therefore not material planning consideration.

10.OTHER LEGISLATION 

10.1 Non-planning legislation may place statutory requirements on planning authorities, or 
may set out controls that need to be taken into account (for example, environmental 
legislation, or water resources legislation).  The Council, in exercising its functions, 
also must have regard to the general requirements of other legislation, in particular: 

 The Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000, which prevents discrimination 
directly or indirectly in any functions, carried out by public authorities. 

 The Equality Act 2010, which places a duty on all those responsible for 
providing a service to the public not to discriminate against disabled people by 
providing a lower standard of service. 

 The Human Rights Act 1998, which incorporated provisions of the European 
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) into UK law.  The general purpose of the 
ECHR is to protect human rights and fundamental freedoms and to maintain 
and promote the ideals and values of a democratic society.  It sets out the basic 
rights of every person together with the limitations placed on these rights in 
order to protect the rights of others and of the wider community.  The specific 
Articles of the ECHR relevant to planning include Article 6 (Right to a fair and 
public hearing), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life, home and 
correspondence), Article 14 (Prohibition of discrimination) and Article 1 of 
Protocol 1 (Right to peaceful enjoyment of possessions and protection of 
property).  All planning applications are assessed to make sure that the 
subsequent determination of the development proposal is compatible with the 
Act.  If there is a potential conflict, this will be highlighted in the report on the 
relevant item.

11.PUBLIC SPEAKING

11.1 The Council has adopted a scheme for the public to speak on all Section 1 items. 
Where public speaking is allowed, the applicant or their representative, the local 
Parish/Town Council, and one objector may address the Committee, for a maximum 
of three minutes each, by prior invitation.  Members of the public wishing to speak 
must have contacted the Meeting Administrator in Democratic Services at least 48 
hours before the meeting.  It is not possible to arrange to speak to the Committee at 
the Committee meeting itself.

11.2 For probity reasons associated with advance disclosure of information under the 
Access to Information Act, neither the applicant, Parish Council, nor an objector will 
be allowed to circulate, show or display further material at, or just before, the 
Committee meeting.  

12. INSPECTION OF DRAWINGS

12.1 All drawings are available for inspection on the internet at www.easthants.gov.uk and 
at the Planning Development Reception area during our normal office hours.  The 

http://www.easthats.gov.uk/


files and drawings will also be available 30 minutes prior to the start of meeting for 
Councillors to inspect.

13.FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

13.1 There are no direct financial implications arising from this report.  However, in the 
event of an appeal, further resources will be put towards defending the Council’s 
decision.  Rarely and in certain circumstances, decisions on planning applications 
may result in the Council facing an application for costs arising from a planning 
appeal.  Officers will aim to alert Members where this may be likely and provide 
appropriate advice in such circumstances.

Simon Jenkins
Head of Planning 

Background Papers:

 the individual planning application file (reference quoted in each case)
 the Hampshire Minerals and Waste Plan 2013
 East Hampshire Joint Core Strategy 2014
 East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review 2006 - Saved Policies
 Government advice and guidance contained in circulars, National Planning Policy 

Framework, Planning Practice Guidance and ministerial statements
 any other document specifically referred to in the report.





PLANNING COMMITTEE

PS.478/2016
22 December 2016

POSSIBLE FUTURE ITEMS FOR COMMITTEE / SITE VISIT

The following items are for INFORMATION purposes only.  They comprise major 
applications that have either been submitted some time ago but are still not yet ready for 
consideration or are recently received applications that are not ready to be considered by 
the Committee or determined under the Scheme of Delegation.  The purpose of this report 
is to highlight the receipt of these applications to ensure that any issues that they raise are 
highlighted at an early stage.  Councillors may also suggest possible future site visits 
under this item.

Reference Description and Address
1 24934/018 10 dwellings together with access to a courtyard and 

parking area following demolition of existing buildings 

Whiteley's Family Restaurant, Robin Hood Lane, 
Headley, Bordon, GU35 8RA

This application has only just recently been submitted and 
consultations and notifications are under way.  It is too 
early to make any decision as to how this application will 
be determined.

2 SDNP/16/05330/REM Reserved matters pursuant to outline permission 
SDNP/13/00695/OUT  for development of a business  
park (Appearance, landscaping, layout and scale to be 
considered)

Land South of Buckmore Farm, Winchester Road, 
Petersfield, Hampshire

This application has only just recently been submitted and 
consultations and notifications are under way.  It is too 
early to make any decision as to how this application will 
be determined.



3 SDNP/16/05521/FUL The construction of a 300 metre Electric Target Range 
and 100 metre Grouping and Zeroing Range for military 
training use, together with associated and ancillary 
buildings, structures, engineering works, infrastructure, 
temporary construction compounds, linking access tracks 
plus securing ecological mitigation

Longmoor Training Camp, French Road, Longmoor, 
Liphook, GU33 6EL

The South Downs National Park Authority has directed 
that this application will be dealt with by that Authority.  It 
has been included in this section for information only.





PART 1

EAST HAMPSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL

PLANNING COMMITTEE
REPORT OF THE HEAD OF PLANNING

Applications to be determined by the
Council as the Local Planning Authority

PS.478/2016
22 December 2016

SECTION 1 – SCHEDULE OF APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS 

Item No.: 01
The information, recommendations and advice contained in this report are correct as at the 
date of preparation, which is more than one week in advance of the Committee meeting. 
Because of the time constraints some reports may have been prepared in advance of the final 
date given for consultee responses or neighbour comments.  Any changes or necessary 
updates to the report will be made orally at the Committee meeting.

PROPOSAL Reserved matters pursuant to application 30667/015 for 85 residential 
dwellings with associated parking, landscaping, infrastructure and 
works, following demolition of existing buildings and structures 
(Appearance, landscaping, layout and scale to be considered) 

LOCATION: Alton Sports & Social Club, Anstey Road, Alton, GU34 2RL
REFERENCE 30667/018 PARISH: Alton
APPLICANT:  Miller Homes Ltd
CONSULTATION 
EXPIRY :

07 November 2016

APPLICATION EXPIRY : 07 December 2016
COUNCILLOR(S): Cllr D Phillips
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL



This application has been brought before Members at the request of the Local Ward 
Councillor.  

Site and Development

Application site

The site is a rectangular area of land of approximately 2.27ha on the south-eastern side of 
Anstey Road, within the Settlement Policy Boundary (SPB) of Alton.  The site slopes down 
slightly from north-west to south-east, with the railway line, on a low embankment, forming the 
south-eastern boundary.  The site is accessed in the north-eastern corner from Anstey Road, 
close to the junction of Anstey Lane with Anstey Road.

The site comprises a clubhouse in the north-eastern part, with parking area.  The north-
western part has tennis courts, which are in a poor state of repair.  There is a bowls pitch 
between the tennis courts and the club house, with a spectator stand facing the football pitch 
on its southern side.  The majority of the site is laid out to provide two football pitches.  

The site is bounded by a 2m high fence to Anstey Road (north-west) with a mixture of fencing 
and hedging along the north-eastern boundary with properties in Anstey Road and Anstey Mill 
Close.  The boundary with the John Eggars Square and Eggars Close is a mixture of 2m high 
fencing and higher netting to prevent balls going over the boundary, with a pair of trees 
adjacent to the Close.  The boundary with the railway line has a row of very mature Leylandii 
conifers with a security fence.

There is a timber pavilion building in the south-western corner of the site.

Surrounding area

To the west is the converted buildings and new dwellings within the grounds of the former 
Eggars School – John Eggar’s Square and Eggar’s Close.  The former school building is 
Grade II Listed.  To the east are residential properties in Anstey Mill Close and Anstey Road.  
69 - 79 Anstey Road, which face the site and onto Anstey Road, are Grade II Listed and are 
within the Anstey Conservation Area.  

The large Lime tree in the north-eastern corner of the site is protected by a Tree Preservation 
Order (TPO).

The railway is the main Alton to Waterloo line and stands on an embankment about 1 m 
above the level of the site, with an industrial estate in Newman Lane beyond, at a significantly 
lower level.  A Roman road runs through the site on its southern part.

Opposite the site are residential properties in Shipley Close and the single storey Cedar 
Veterinary building, fronting Anstey Lane.



Designations/Constraints

The site is subject to the following designations/constraints:

 Lies within the Alton Neighbourhood Development Plan (ANDP) area

 Lies within the Settlement Policy Boundary (SPB) for Alton, as identified in the East 
Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review

 Adjoins Anstey Conservation Area at its northern corner

 In close proximity to Listed buildings at John Eggars Square and along Anstey Road

 Lies within a Major Ground Water Vulnerability Zone

 Lies within an SSSI Impact Risk Zone

 Parts of the site lie within areas of Lesser Surface Water Flooding Susceptibility 

 A Lime tree in the north-eastern corner of the site is protected by a Tree Preservation 
Order (TPO).

 Adjoins a railway line

Proposal

This application seeks approval of reserved matters following the grant of outline permission 
in 2015 for a residential development of up to 85 dwellings, with associated car parking, 
landscaping, and formation of new access (ref.30667/015).

The reserved matters under consideration relate to the detailed layout, scale, appearance, 
and landscaping of the development.  Matters regarding drainage, parking, refuse and 
recycling, lighting, and phasing are also covered. 

Means of access was considered in detail at outline application stage and comprises one 
vehicular and pedestrian/cycle access from Anstey Road and two ancillary pedestrian/cycle 
accesses also from Anstey Road.

The development has been laid out broadly in accordance with the approved outline 
illustrative master plan.

The site is approximately 2.27ha in size and the indicative masterplan submitted at outline 
stage showed 0.851ha as developed (housing, associated roads, and parking) and the 
remaining 1.419ha as garden areas and landscaping.  This proportional split has been 
retained and the reserved matters scheme comprises 0.759ha as developed and the 
remaining 1.511ha as private amenity areas and landscaping.  



As per the outline scheme, the protected Lime tree is shown as being retained and detailed 
landscaping plans have been submitted with this application.  The implementation of any 
approved landscaping would be secured through a condition attached to any reserved 
matters approval and final details relating to the maintenance and management of communal 
areas, landscaped areas, parking courts, lighting (where not adopted) would be agreed as 
part of the S106 agreement attached to the outline approval.  

The total housing mix across the site is as follows:

Type of 
dwelling

Shared 
Ownership

Affordable 
Rented

Affordable 
Rent/Shared 
Ownership

Total

Market Overall
Total

1 bed flat 0 6 6 0 6
2 bed flat 0 6 6 0 6
2 bed Coach 
House

0 1 1 4 5

2 bed house 4 6 10 6 16
3 bed house 5 0 5 29 34
4 bed house 0 2 2 16 18
Total 9 21 30 55 85
% - - 35% 65% 100%

The 35% affordable housing provision is as approved at outline stage.

The outline approval was subject to a number of conditions and a Section 106 legal 
agreement. 

Of the attached outline conditions, the following have been formally discharged:

Conditions 8, 9, & 10: Archaeological assessment and mitigation
Condition 8: Arboricultural Method Statement and Tree Protection plan
Condition 15: Site wide ecological mitigation and enhancement strategy

As per the outline approval, a range of dwelling types is proposed (detached, semi-detached, 
terraced, and flats) and in a range of dwelling sizes (1-4 bedroom).  The properties are 2-2.5 
storeys in height, aside from the proposed flats which are in 3 storey blocks.

This development includes off-road parking in line with adopted East Hants maximum 
standards in force at the time of the outline approval.  

The following amendments and submission of further information were made during the 
course of this application at the request of Officers:



 Amendment to roof design of plot 50 (facing no’s 13-16 John Eggar’s Square) from a 
gable end to hipped end to reduce the massing of that dwelling.

 Amendment to the porch roof design of plots 56-63 (facing Anstey Road) from pitched to 
flat roofs to provide more variety within the street scene. 

 An additional street scene elevation which includes the proposed front boundary treatment 
(0.6m dwarf wall with 0.9m high railings above).

 Updated refuse vehicle tracking plan.

 Further details and samples in respect of the proposed facing and roof materials.

 Two additional trees to be planted within the south east parking court.

 Update of the submitted Landscape Management Plan to remove reference to EHDC 
possibly adopting and maintaining any communal landscaping.  The maintenance of 
any landscaping will be carried out by domestic owners (within their own curtilages), and 
Miller Homes and their appointed Management Companies.

 Confirmation that all parking spaces within the parking courts will be allocated to 
dwellings. 

 Confirmation that the garages comply with the 3m x 6m internal size standard and that 
cycle storage is in compliance with standards, through the provision of sheds within rear 
gardens and/or space within garages, or in communal cycle sheds for the flats.

 Confirmation that management and maintenance of the western boundary cannot be 
transferred to the Management Company as it would involve creating access corridors 
and which would unnecessarily shorten the amenity spaces of the adjoining dwellings.

 Further information in respect of flood exceedance events and future maintenance of the 
proposed foul and surface water drainage systems. 

The above has addressed concerns raised regarding the design and materials of the 
proposed dwellings, the ability of the site to adequately deal with surface and foul water 
drainage, concerns regarding the form and management of landscaping within the site as a 
whole, the movement of refuse of refuse vehicles within the site, and parking/cycle parking 
issues.

The submitted phasing plan indicates that the site would be broadly split in half for 
construction purposes, with outer northern, eastern, and southern parts developed first, then 
the central and western parts following shortly after.  The majority of affordable units would be 
provided within the first phase.  The site compound is proposed to be located in the western 
most part of the site and adjoining the dwellings at John Eggar’s Square.



The application is supported by the following documents:

Site Location Plan
Planning Layout Plan
Storey Heights Plan
External Finishes Plan
External Enclosures Plan
Bin & Cycle Storage Plan
Parking Strategy Plan
Phasing Plan
Hard Surfacing Plan
Tenure Plan
Enclosure Details Plan
Street Scene elevations
Elevations and floor plans and different house types
Landscaping plans
General Arrangement Plan
Soakaway Offset and Hardstanding Areas
Drainage Strategy
Refuse Vehicle Swept Path Analysis
Car Tracking Swept Path Analysis
Fire Tender Swept Path Analysis
Preliminary Levels and Overland Flow Route
Topographical Survey (existing site layout)
Arboricultural Impact Assessment & Method Statement
Soft Landscape Management and Maintenance Plan
Drainage Report
Affordable Housing Statement
Site Waste Management Plan
Drainage Maintenance and Management Plan 

Relevant Planning History

30667/015 – Outline – Demolition of existing buildings and structures and erection of up to 85 
dwellings with associated car parking, landscaping and formation of new 
vehicular access (as amended by further information received 07/07/14). Permit 
9 Feb 2015

Development Plan Policies and Proposals

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (2014)

CP1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development 
CP2 - Spatial Strategy
CP10 - Spatial strategy for housing
CP11 - Housing tenure, type and mix



CP13 - Affordable housing on residential development sites
CP16 - Protection and provision of social infrastructure
CP18 - Provision of open space, sport and recreation and built facilities
CP20 - Landscape
CP21 - Biodiversity
CP24 - Sustainable construction
CP25 - Flood Risk
CP26 - Water resources/ water quality
CP27 - Pollution
CP28 - Green Infrastructure
CP29 - Design
CP30 - Historic Environment
CP31 - Transport
CP32 - Infrastructure

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review (2006)

T3 - Pedestrians and Cyclists
T4 - Protection of Public Footpaths
HE17 - Archaeological & Ancient Monuments
P7 - Contaminated Land
HE8 - Development affecting the setting of a conservation area

Alton Neighbourhood Plan (2016)

HO1 – Housing Mix on Development Sites 
HO2 – Storage Facilities for Household Waste
TR1 – Pedestrian Networks
TR2 – Cycle Routes
TR3 – Cycle Storage and Parking
TR5 – Parking Provision and Standards
DE2 – Building Design and Town Character

Alton Neighbourhood Development Plan (ANDP) (2016) – The Alton Neighbourhood Plan 
was formally adopted on the 24th February 2016 and forms part of the Development Plan, 
thus its policies can be afforded full weight in the decision making process.  

Alton Town Design Statement - Non statutory planning guidance that has been the subject of 
public consultation and therefore is a material planning consideration.

Alton 2020 Town Plan 2005



Planning Policy Constraints and Guidance

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

The NPPF was published in March 2012 and came into force with immediate effect. At the 
heart of it is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. It states that the 
development plan is the starting point for consideration of planning applications, and planning 
applications must be determined in accordance with it, unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.

The following sections of the NPPF are considered to be particularly relevant to the 
consideration of this application:

Section 1: Delivering sustainable development.
Section 4: Promoting sustainable transport.
Section 6: Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes.
Section 7: Requiring good design.
Section 10: Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change.
Section 11: Conserving and enhancing the natural environment.
Section 12: Conserving and enhancing the historic environment.

Consultations and Town/Parish Council comments

Environment Agency – No comments. 

Sport England – No objection.  The proposed development is not considered to fall either 
within the Sport England  statutory remit (Statutory Instrument 2015/595), or non-statutory 
remit (National Planning Policy Guidance Par. 003 Ref. ID: 37-003-20140306) upon which 
Sport England would wish to comment, therefore Sport England has not provided a detailed 
response. 

Historic England – No objection. 

Thames Water – No objection.  With regard to surface water drainage it is the responsibility of 
a developer to make proper provision for drainage ground, water courses or a suitable sewer.  
Thames Water do not raise any objection in respect of sewerage capacity.  

EHDC Arboricultural Officer – No objection subject to a condition being attached to any 
approval requiring all works to be carried out in accordance with the submitted Arboricultural 
Impact Assessment and Tree Protection Plan.  

EHDC Forward Planning – No comments.

EHDC Conservation – No objection.  

EHDC Landscape – No objection. 



EHDC Drainage Engineer – No objection.  The information submitted provides a technically 
acceptable drainage design for foul and surface water drainage.

EHDC Environmental Health (Contamination) – No objection.  

EHDC Environmental Health (Pollution) – No objection.  

EHDC Refuse and Recycling – No objection. 

EHDC Housing – No objection.

EHDC Traffic Team – No objection.

HCC Ecology – No objection.

HCC Highways – No objection subject to conditions being attached to any approval securing 
the provision of parking prior to the occupation of the development and restrictions on the 
parking spaces and garages so that they can only be used for the parking of motor vehicles. 

HCC Drainage – No objection.  The proposals are to drain the surface water to ground via 
infiltration and this is acceptable. 
 
HCC Archaeology – No objection.

Hampshire Fire and Rescue – No objection.

Crime Prevention Officer – No objection.

Alton Town Council – OBJECT for the following material reasons:

1. Garaging & Parking:

(i) On site parking & visitor parking

The Design and Access statement states that there will be 19 Visitor spaces, however, the 
NP policy TR5 says that there should be 2 spaces per two dwellings, therefore there should 
be at least 42 designated spaces.

However, the visitor parking designated on site falls well below the expectation expressed 
through the Neighbourhood Plan.
 
Alton Neighbourhood Plan Policy: TR5 which sets the standard required at 0.5 space per 
dwelling as opposed to the proposed visitor parking at 0.29 space per dwelling. Note visitor 
parking should be marked as such on site.



(ii) The majority of properties have 2 parking spaces, however, this is by way of the provision 
of a narrow strip of parking space in which one car is parked in front of the other. This would 
require the household to operate on a "first in last out” regime with their cars which could lead 
to on street parking for convenience.

(ii) Garage size

The size of the garages as defined in the document: 30667_018-83-2051_HOUSETYPES-
650342, (pages 68 to 71), are inadequate which states that the external dimensions are 3.2 
metres wide by 6.2 metres deep. The NP policy TR5, states that the minimum INTERNAL 
dimensions should be 3.0 meters wide by 6.0 metres deep.

2. Design, Scale & Layout of Houses:

(i) Plot 50 - the close proximity of the proposed build is at the narrowest point of the site with a 
neighbouring development (John Eggar’s Square) and the current layout would provide for a 
stark gable end to be the view from the neighbouring property.

(ii) Plots 63-65 are proposed to be built using lighter brickwork which is not in keeping with 
Alton’s street scene of red Hampshire bricks with tile hanging.

3. Renewable Energy

While the developers are planning to work to good standards of insulation and other resource 
saving measures, it does not appear to be meeting condition 7 of the outline planning 
permission that requires 10% of energy to come from on-site renewables.

4. Affordable housing

The development promises around 35% of dwellings to be affordable, against the CP13 
requirement of 40%. Also there is grouping of these properties towards the rear of the site, 
although this development is better than some I have seen in this respect.

5. Landscaping:

(i) There is no provision within the site for an open space or play area on site. The Alton 
Neighbourhood Development Plan states: it supports CP18 in the East Hampshire: Joint Core 
Strategy which sets out standards for the provision of open space at new residential 
developments. It does so in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework. CP18 
supports the provision of well-designed high quality play spaces for children and young 
people, and in such a way which can be applied to differing circumstances at different 
development sites.

Alton Town Council requires to see in place a Maintenance Plan and Schedule for all open 
space/amenity area on the site to ensure its maintenance and continued use is guaranteed.



6. Drainage:

Alton Town Council notes the comments submitted by EHDC Drainage in May 2014 and 
updated on 14th September 2016 however it remains the view that the risk of flooding 
remains a major issue. 

The developer states that surface water is to be entirely dealt with by 6 soak away drains 
within the site. There is no "grid” connecting the drains in each of these 6 groups. While the 
solution offered may be adequate for dealing with rainfall on the site it does not make 
provision for run-off from surrounding areas. Currently the site is subject to flooding several 
times a year and is thus prone to flood; development will exacerbate the situation. 

Furthermore, Page 5, paragraph 6.0 of the drainage report 13-193 states that "The proposed 
development site is located within the Environment Agency’s Risk of Flooding from surface 
water area, and the drainage of the site is therefore at risk of surface water ingress.” This 
does not appear to have been taken into account by the design of the surface water drainage 
system.

Regarding foul water drainage, section 5.1.1 of the same document admits that "flooding of 
the foul water sewer already occurs upstream of development” but says that the additional 
load is insignificant which is not quantified or mitigated.

7. Highways

(i) The proposal is likely to generate an unacceptable increase in vehicular traffic using a sub-
standard access junction with Anstey Road to the detriment of highway safety.

(ii) There is inadequate provision for turning right into or out of the site without interfering with 
the flow of traffic in Anstey Road in what is already a heavily congested stretch of highway 
and which has a number of junctions in close proximity of the proposed development.

(iii) There is no clear indication in the documents submitted by the developer as to which 
sections of the estate roads are to be built to adoptable standards, or will be adopted, as 
required by the Neighbourhood Plan. (approx. 25% of the total road system is described as 
"main road”): the roads appear fairly narrow and dustcarts and emergency vehicles will 
require the full width of the road on corners and at junctions, meaning that illegal parking 
could have serious consequences.

Alton Town Council would also make the following observations:

8. If the Local Planning Authority is minded to consent to the application then Alton Town 
Council would like to see the following conditions applied to any permission of planning.

(i) The new dwelling unit/s shall be constructed to Lifetime Homes Standards, and shall not be 
occupied until the applicant has provided written evidence to confirm this has been achieved 
based on the relevant Lifetime Homes Standards criteria.



(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted 
Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking, re-enacting or modifying that Order) the 
garage hereby approved shall only be used for the purpose of parking private motor vehicles 
in connection with the residential use of the property and shall not, at any time, be used for 
living accommodation, business, commercial, industrial purposes or for the storage of boats, 
caravans or trailers

(iii) Local Transport provision: The developer’s mitigation in not meeting the parking 
provisions in full for visitor parking as required under the Neighbourhood Plan is the reference 
to the "good quality bus service along Anstey Road” Alton Town Council believes that the 
thrice daily 38 service could be described as a quality urban service. The reference to the 65 
service if predicated on the continued operation of a service that is under threat.

(iv) Alton Town Council welcome the layout of garaging where it is slightly removed from the 
property thus giving less opportunity for garages to be converted into habitable space in due 
course. 

(v) The design of the development lacks imagination, and would benefit from the entrance to 
the site being opened up and a more open and inviting access being created.

(vi) Whilst not considered to be an over-development of the site, the layout does not render 
itself to providing adequate turning provision for refuse collection or emergency vehicles.

(vii) Due consideration must be given to the impact any additional development has on 
sustainability of utilities and infrastructure, including schools, healthcare, drainage and 
sewage requirements of the town.

(iv) There is no evidence of any provision within the current plans for safe pedestrian crossing 
of Anstey Road from the proposed development.

Further comments dated 24/10/16

Having thoroughly reviewed the amended plans and supplementary information submitted, 
Alton Town Council has noted some changes made by the developer and where applicable 
has removed it’s objection; however it is considered that the developer has not sufficiently 
addressed, or even addressed in some circumstances, the objections raised and therefore it 
continues to object for the following material reasons (updated comments in bold):
 
OBJECT for the following materials reasons:

1. Garaging & Parking:

(i) On-site parking & visitor parking
The Design and Access statement states that there will be 19 Visitor spaces, however, the 
NP policy TR5 says that there should be 1 space per two dwellings, therefore there should be 
at least 42 designated spaces.



The visitor parking designated on site falls well below the expectation expressed through the 
Neighbourhood Plan. The developer has made no amendment to the visitor parking 
requirement under the Neighbourhood Plan. 
 
Alton Neighbourhood Plan Policy: TR5 which sets the standard required at 0.5 space per 
dwelling as opposed to the proposed visitor parking at 0.22 space per dwelling. Note visitor 
parking should be marked as such on site.

(ii) The majority of properties have 2 parking spaces, however, this is by way of the provision 
of a narrow strip of parking space in which one car is parked in front of the other. This would 
require the household to operate on a "first in last out” regime with their cars which could lead 
to on street parking for convenience. In noting that the developer has referenced "the 
appointed Management Company will take responsibility in ensuring the free flow of vehicles 
on the site? Alton Town Council would wish to see a condition placed to ensure that robust 
enforcement of on street parking is in place. 

(ii) Garage size

The size of the garages as defined in the document: 30667_018-83-2051_HOUSETYPES-
650342, (pages 68 to 71), are inadequate which states that the external dimensions are 3.2 
metres wide by 6.2 metres deep. The NP policy TR5, states that the minimum INTERNAL 
dimensions should be 3.0 meters wide by 6.0 metres deep.

It is noted that the developer has stated that the size of the garage meets the requirement; 
however Alton Town Council seeks to receive confirmation that the internal measurement of 
the garage, at its narrowest point (i.e. pillar to pillar) will comply with the requirement.

2. Design, Scale & Layout of Houses:

(i) Plot 50 - the close proximity of the proposed build is at the narrowest point of the site with a 
neighbouring development (John Eggar’s Square) and the current layout would provide for a 
stark gable end to be the view from the neighbouring property. It is noted that the developer 
has made some minor changes to the gable end, but Alton Town Council deem that such 
changes are not sufficient for this objection to be removed.

(ii) Plots 63-65 are proposed to be built using lighter brickwork which is not in keeping with 
Alton’s street scene of red Hampshire bricks with tile hanging. 



3. Landscaping:

(i) There is no provision within the site for an open space or play area on site. The Alton 
Neighbourhood Development Plan states: it supports CP18 in the East Hampshire: Joint Core 
Strategy which sets out standards for the provision of open space at new residential 
developments. It does so in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework. CP18 
supports the provision of well-designed high quality play spaces for children and young 
people, and in such a way which can be applied to differing circumstances at different 
development sites. Alton Town Council requires to see in place a Maintenance Plan and 
Schedule for all open space/amenity area on the site to ensure its maintenance and 
continued use is guaranteed.

4. Drainage:

Alton Town Council notes the comments submitted by EHDC Drainage in May 2014 and 
updated on 14th September 2016 however it remains the view that the risk of flooding 
remains a major issue at this location.

The developer states that surface water is to be entirely dealt with by 6 soak away drains 
within the site. There is no "grid” connecting the drains in each of these 6 groups. While the 
solution offered may be adequate for dealing with rainfall on the site it does not make 
provision for run-off from surrounding areas. Currently the site is subject to flooding several 
times a year and is thus prone to flood; development will exacerbate the situation. 

Furthermore, Page 5, paragraph 6.0 of the drainage report 13-193 states that "The proposed 
development site is located within the Environment Agency’s Risk of Flooding from surface 
water area, and the drainage of the site is therefore at risk of surface water ingress”. This 
does not appear to have been taken into account by the design of the surface water drainage 
system.

Regarding foul water drainage, section 5.1.1 of the same document admits that "flooding of 
the foul water sewer already occurs upstream of development” but says that the additional 
load is insignificant which is not quantified or mitigated.

Alton Town Council is encouraged by the Drainage Maintenance Plan which has been 
received which confirms the responsibility for adequate drainage on site will be the sole 
responsibility of the, to be appointed, management company. It is unfortunate that the block 
paving solution offered (permeable) only serves to accentuate the harshness of the site in 
appearance.

5. Highways

(i) The proposal is likely to generate an unacceptable increase in vehicular traffic using a sub-
standard access junction with Anstey Road to the detriment of highway safety.



(ii) There is inadequate provision for turning right into or out of the site without interfering with 
the flow of traffic in Anstey Road in what is already a heavily congested stretch of highway 
and which has a number of junctions in close proximity of the proposed development.

(iii) There is no clear indication in the documents submitted by the developer as to which 
sections of the estate roads are to be built to adoptable standards, or will be adopted, as 
required by the Neighbourhood Plan. (approx. 25% of the total road system is described as 
"main road”): the roads appear fairly narrow and dustcarts and emergency vehicles will 
require the full width of the road on corners and at junctions, meaning that illegal parking 
could have serious consequences.

It is noted that the developer has confirmed that the road network within the site will fall under 
the responsibility of the, to be appointed, Management Company and that the road network 
will be private and therefore EHDC will need to provide for a Condition to be placed on any 
planning consent awarded.

Additionally,  

(iv) There remains no evidence of any provision within the current plans for safe pedestrian 
crossing of Anstey Road from the proposed development and given that there is no play area 
for children within the site; the nearest facility is off  Anstey Lane, at Anstey Park.
Alton Town Council reiterates its previous observations:

6. If the Local Planning Authority is minded to consent to the application then Alton Town 
Council would like to see the following conditions applied to any permission of planning.

(i) The new dwelling unit/s shall be constructed to Lifetime Homes Standards, and shall not be 
occupied until the applicant has provided written evidence to confirm this has been achieved 
based on the relevant Lifetime Homes Standards criteria.

(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted 
Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking, re-enacting or modifying that Order) the 
garage hereby approved shall only be used for the purpose of parking private motor vehicles 
in connection with the residential use of the property and shall not, at any time, be used for 
living accommodation, business, commercial, industrial purposes or for the storage of boats, 
caravans or trailers

(iii) Local Transport provision: The developer’s mitigation in not meeting the parking 
provisions in full for visitor parking as required under the Neighbourhood Plan is the reference 
to the "good quality bus service along Anstey Road? Alton Town Council believes that the 
thrice daily 38 service could be described as a quality urban service. The reference to the 65 
service if predicated on the continued operation of a service that is under threat.

(iv) Alton Town Council welcome the layout of garaging where it is slightly removed from the 
property thus giving less opportunity for garages to be converted into habitable space in due 
course. 



(v) The design of the development lacks imagination, and would benefit from the entrance to 
the site being opened up and a more open and inviting access being created.

(vi) Whilst not considered to be an over-development of the site, the layout does not render 
itself to providing adequate turning provision for refuse collection or emergency vehicles.

(vii) Due consideration must be given to the impact any additional development has on 
sustainability of utilities and infrastructure, including schools, healthcare, drainage and 
sewage requirements of the town.

Representations

14 representations have been received, including the Alton Society, of which 13 are in 
objection and on the following grounds:

a) Concerns regarding drainage and flooding issues; 
b) The dwelling at plot 50 will appear overbearing to the occupiers of John Eggar’s Square;
c) Concerns regarding the long term management of the boundary fencing adjoining John 

Eggar’s Square if it is left as the responsibility of the owners of the new dwellings; 
d) The proposal is an over-development of the site;
e) The dwellings fronting Anstey Road should be set further back;
f) Concerns regarding increases in traffic;
g) The design of the development does not take into account the adjoining Listed buildings 

and conservation area;
h) Shortfall in visitor parking spaces;
i) Solar panels should be fitted as standard and chimneys should be capable of being used;
j) The proposed ecological mitigation could be increased;
k) The affordable housing should be more evenly dispersed;
l) Overspill parking on adjoining roads; and
m) Could be more landscaping

The Alton Society – Object

a) The layout does not generate any ‘sense of place’;
b) There should be a higher proportion of smaller dwellings;
c) The affordable homes have been clustered in groups instead of dispersed around the 

site;
d) There is a shortfall of 24 visitor parking spaces;
e) Dwelling designs not imaginative and could be more contemporary;
f) Hampshire Red stock bricks should be used;
g) Owners should be offered solar panels and heat recovery systems even if at extra cost 

and the homes should have functioning chimneys;
h) Impacts from traffic on the nearby junction with Anstey Lane; and
i) Potential drainage/flooding implications.



Further comments dated 04/11/16

a) There is no communal play area;
b) Shortfall in visitor parking will put pressure on adjoining roads;
c) The dwellings fronting Anstey Road;
d) Traffic problems due to increase in vehicles; and
e) Quality of materials may not be high enough.

1 representation is neither in objection or support and makes the following comments:

a) Doubtful that proposed traffic arrangement will be satisfactory bearing in mind other 
developments in the area;

b) Construction works should be limited to normal working hours (non-Planning matter);
c) Serious concerns regarding drainage capacity in sewers despite Thames Water’s 

comments; and 
d) The proposed 1.8m high fencing adjoining the properties at Anstey Mill Close is not high 

enough and should be at least 2.5m high.

Determining Issues

1. Principle of development
2. Balance and mix of housing types
3. Design and layout of the development
4. Access, movement, and highway safety
5. Impact on the amenity of neighbouring occupiers
6.Impact on Listed buildings and conservation area
7. Other issues

- Foul and surface water drainage
- Ecology
- Ground contamination
- Pollution
- Phasing

8. EHDC CIL and Developer contributions

Planning Considerations 

1. Principle of development

The principle of the development of 85 dwellings on the site has been established through the 
grant of outline planning permission (ref: 30667/015).  This permission gave full consideration 
to means of access for the development.

The current reserved matters application seeks approval for the remaining detailed matters 
relating to: appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale.

These will be considered in detail within the report below.



2. Balance and mix of housing types

The mix and tenure of dwellings across the site is as follows:

Type of 
dwelling

Shared 
Ownership

Affordable 
Rented

Affordable 
Rent/Shared 
Ownership

Total

Market Overall
Total

1 bed flat 0 6 6 0 6
2 bed flat 0 6 6 0 6
2 bed Coach 
House

0 1 1 4 5

2 bed house 4 6 10 6 16
3 bed house 5 0 5 29 34
4 bed house 0 2 2 16 18
Total 9 21 30 55 85
% - - 35% 65% 100%

The number of dwellings proposed is as per the outline approval as is the level of affordable 
housing (35%) and tenure split (70% affordable rent/30% shared ownership).   The dwelling 
types and tenures have been formalised within the S106 agreement attached to the outline 
approval.

The affordable dwellings are located mostly within the south-eastern part of the site and 
would not be distinguishable from the market dwellings in terms of design or materials, which 
is welcomed.  The Council's Housing Officer has no objection to the proposal.

The proposal is considered to comply with the aims of policies CP11 and CP13 of the JCS 
and policy HO1 of the ANDP.

3. Design and layout of the development

Policy CP29 of the JCS requires that new developments seek exemplary standards of design, 
ensure that layout and design contribute to local distinctiveness and sense of place, are 
sympathetic to their setting, make a positive contribution to the overall appearance of the 
area, are accessible to all, and minimises the opportunity for crime. 

Policy DE1 of the ANDP states that all development in Alton will be required to seek 
exemplary standards of design and architecture with a high quality external appearance that 
respects those characteristics of its settings.

In respect of design, a number of paragraphs in the NPPF are relevant including 56, 58 and 
59.  Paragraph 56 asserts good design to be a key aspect of sustainable development and 
paragraph 58 reflects a number of design goals.  



The relevant design and layout requirements as set out in condition 2 (‘reserved matters’) of 
the outline permission are as follows:

External built form of development, materials, colour texture and decoration, and scale, with 
respect to the height, width, and length of each building in relation to its surroundings

The Alton Town Design Statement (ATDS)(2008) states that for the purposes of the ATDS, 
the town’s architectural appearance is considered in relation to four areas, including the four 
Conservation Areas that possess different characteristics:

1. The Central Older Areas (including the Historic Centre (1.1), Newtown (1.2), and Anstey 
(1.3) Areas);

2. The Outer Residential Areas to the west (2.1, including the Butts Conservation Area), 
south (2.2) and north (2.3);

3. The Industrial Areas, including Mill Lane and Omega and Delta Parks on Wilsom Road;

4. Holybourne Village (including the Conservation Area).

The site is located within the area 1.3 (Central Older Areas (including the Historic Centre 
(1.1), Newtown (1.2), and Anstey (1.3) Areas)) and the key characteristics of this area are 
described as including: 

 Buildings which date mostly from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, though 
some of the larger examples towards Holybourne are early-19th or late-18th century

 The predominant building materials which are red brick (occasionally rendered and 
painted) with wooden sash windows and slate roofs

 Front gardens, very few of which have been converted to car parking and nearly all of 
which preserve their boundary walls, hedges or fences

 Behind the frontage of this road on its northern side, small-scale residential building is 
again encountered. This takes the form of detached, semi-detached and terraced 
houses from the late-19th to the mid-20th centuries, which ascend the hill without 
going so far as to break the vital open sky line.

The ATDS provides the following design guidance for this area: 

 Particularly in conservation areas, new development should conserve and enhance  
the character of the older buildings and their setting

 Materials should be selected from those currently in use in the relevant part of the 
town



 For walls, red brick or pale render are preferred

 Windows in the 18th or 19th Century areas should be vertically proportioned or sub-
divided to achieve verticality.  UPVC is to be avoided but where it is adopted, its 
design should be carefully considered to match the prevailing style of the street 

 Roofing (where visible) should be in traditional materials (plain tiles, natural slate or 
lead)

 Chimneys are a significant architectural feature giving character to buildings and their 
streetscape.  They should be preserved where possible (even if sealed to prevent 
heat loss).

The development includes a range of 1-4 bed dwellings in the form of flats, detached, semi-
detached, and terraced properties.  

The Design & Access Statement supporting this application advises that the design approach 
has been to provide a more traditional building form of terraced, detached, and semi-
detached houses and blocks of flats, below a pitched or gabled tiled roof.  It was identified 
early on in the design stage the majority of the development should be two storeys in height 
and that it was important to that there be vertical as well as horizontal interest to the designs.  
The high quality street scene within the Anstey Road frontage and the adjoining Listed 
building and conservation area were also noted as important reference points.

A proportion of dwellings will include chimneys, although these will not be functioning.  This 
will, however, not be discernible since they will be enclosed with genuine brick slips, giving 
the appearance of functioning chimneys.  Other materials proposed are traditional red bricks, 
red roof tiles, roof tiles closely mimicking slate, and some properties will be of 
‘rumbled/distressed’ bricks which would then be painted white.  

The dwellings fronting Anstey Road are a mixture of detached, semi-detached, and terraced, 
and are two storeys in height adjacent to the neighbouring properties at Anstey Road and 
John Eggar’s Square and with four, 2.5 storey dwellings located broadly centrally.  These 
taller dwellings are still lower in height than the nearby Listed John Eggar’s building and so do 
not detract from it or compete with it visually.  The two apartment buildings would be three 
storeys in height and sited in the rear corners of the site backing onto the railway line, which 
is an acceptable location for these units.  Overall the scale of development is considered to 
be acceptable and in context with the surrounding area. 

The frontage properties are set 3m - 8m forward of the adjoining properties, however, are set 
in 12m from no.3 John Eggar’s Square and 24m from no.81 Anstey Road and therefore retain 
the characteristic spacing along this part of Anstey Road.  



Roof forms are generally relatively low pitched to keep ridges low whilst utilising some steeper 
gable fronts to provide contrast and visual interest.  Differing red and slate roof tiles are 
proposed as are contrasting tones of the red brick characteristic of Alton.  The different 
dwelling types would be equally dispersed through out the site in order to prevent 
monotonous street frontages and to also provide visual interest.

Likewise, the majority of front porches are finished with pitched roofs, however, there are 
some front porches which are finished with flat canopy roofs.

White uPVC windows are proposed and which have been designed to include glazing bars in 
reference to the adjoining properties at Anstey Road and John Eggars Square.  Similarly 
styled windows have been used within the Shipley Close development opposite the site.  

The network of internal roads and footpaths is simple in form, mainly due to the rectangular 
shape of the site and the development is broken up into 6 smaller clusters of dwellings around 
small parking courts.  

Opportunities for soft landscaping have been maximised and the use of shared surfaces 
within the internal roads is welcomed.  There are three footpath/cycle paths which link into 
and out of the development from/to Anstey Road, creating a more permeable development. 

A condition is recommended be added to any approval prohibiting any alterations/extensions 
to the roofs of the approved dwellings without the prior permission of the LPA in the interests 
of the overall appearance of the development.  Allowing the retention of permitted 
development rights for the dwellings in respect of roof extensions would allow the installation 
of ‘box’ dormer windows for example, and this form of development is not considered 
acceptable in design grounds and would set a negative precedent.  

Similarly, it is recommended that permitted development rights in respect of other 
extensions/alterations to the dwellings be removed in design and amenity terms and to 
ensure the plots are not over developed in future, as the amenity areas for the dwellings are 
relatively modest in extent.  

Car parking is on-plot or within courtyard parking.  Parking is provided as a mixture of private 
driveways and garages/car ports to many of the properties, with garages sized to meet East 
Hants standards (6m x 3m internal dimensions) and capable of accommodating both vehicles 
and bicycles.  

Landscaping and Trees 

The Lime tree within the frontage of the site, adjoining Anstey Road, is to be retained and 
would be appropriately protected during construction (this can be secured through a 
condition) and the proportion of built development to landscaped and private amenity areas 
has remained the same as within the outline approval.  



The Council’s Arboricultural Officer has confirmed that they have no objection to the proposed 
works subject to a condition being attached to any approval requiring all works to be carried 
out in accordance with the submitted Arboricultural Impact Assessment and Tree Protection 
Plan.  

A detailed scheme of landscaping is shown within drawing no’s MILL20663 11B (sheets 1-4) 
and drawing no. 83-2051-002 (Planning Layout) indicates areas of soft landscaping and tree 
planting.  The submitted ‘Soft Landscape and Maintenance Plan’ details the long term 
management of the trees and communal landscaping and both the drawings and Plan are 
considered acceptable by the Council’s Landscape Officer.  The scheme proposes additional 
tree planting, native hedge planting adjoining the railway line, amenity grass, and 
supplementary planting.

The following boundary treatments are proposed and as shown within drawing no.83-2051-
005 D:

 0.6m dwarf wall with 0.9m high railings above facing Anstey Road and adjoining 
no’s 69, 81, 83, and 89 Anstey Road

 1.5m high railings within the root protection area of the retained Lime tree

 1.8m close boarded fence adjoining the properties at Anstey Mill Close 

 3m high close boarded fence along the boundary adjoining the railway line

 1.8m close boarded fence adjoining the properties at John Eggar’s Square 

The above boundary treatments have been proposed following discussions with Officers and 
the occupiers of properties adjoining the site.  

Residents at John Eggar’s Square have requested that the boundary fencing adjoining them 
be transferred to a Management Company to maintain in order to prevent the fencing being 
removed or altered by residents of the development.  This would not be feasible since it would 
require an access passage being created to the backs of properties and which would 
unnecessarily and unreasonably shorten the gardens.  A condition can however be attached 
to any approval removing permitted development rights in respect of the installation of new 
fencing, so that the LPA can retain control of this boundary treatment.

Arrangements to be made for the future maintenance of landscaped and other open areas

The future management and maintenance of any areas of communal soft landscaping is 
detailed in the submitted ‘Soft Landscape and Maintenance Plan’, which advises that the 
works shall be maintained in perpetuity by Miller Homes and their appointed Management 
Companies.

This and the provisions of the Plan are considered acceptable.



Layout of the development 

The layout of the development is similar to that within the outline approval whereby there is 
one main vehicular/pedestrian/cycle access and two secondary pedestrian/cycle accesses 
from Anstey Road and which lead into a central section of development enclosed by 
secondary roads.  Within the outline masterplan, the dwellings and secondary roads were of a 
more curved layout however this is more linear within this proposal.  This is not considered to 
be a significant alteration and does not impact on the appearance of development from within 
the public realm.  

The layout is such that all four boundaries are adjoined by the rear amenity spaces of the 
dwellings and/or areas of soft landscaping, which pulls the built form further away from 
neighbouring properties.  

The internal roads are fully accessible to vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians.

Lighting and Street Furniture 

Lighting for the site is shown within drawing 13-193/00 and consists of low level bollard 
lighting.

Consideration has been given to the ecology of the site and as such, lighting near any wildlife 
corridors has been kept to a minimum.  A condition is recommended be added to any 
approval requiring the lighting to be installed in accordance with the agreed details and 
retained thereafter, in the interests of the ecology and the appearance of the development.  

No objections have been raised by the Local Highways Authority, HCC Ecology Officer, 
EHDC Environmental Health Officer, or Landscape Officer in respect of the scheme of 
lighting.  

In light of the above, the layout, external appearance, and landscaping of the development 
are considered to be acceptable and in accordance with the aims of Policy CP29 and policy 
DE2 of the ANDP.

4. Access, movement, and highway safety

The relevant access, movement, and highway requirements as set out in condition 2 
(‘reserved matters’) of the outline permission are as follows:

The provision to be made for the parking, turning, loading and unloading of vehicles 

The layout of the accesses was defined at the outline stage, where access was a detailed 
matter.  A financial contribution is to be paid to the Local Highway Authority in respect of 
transport improvements, as set out in the S106 agreement for the site.  



Only the main access is proposed for adoption by the Local Highway Authority, with the 
internal roads being maintained by a Management Company.

Car parking is mostly on plot, with some rear courtyard areas provided as appropriate.  East 
Hants parking standards require 1 space per 1 bed dwelling, 2 spaces per 2/3 bed dwellings 
and 3 spaces for 4+ bed dwellings.  This incorporates visitor spaces. 

ANDP policy TR5 requires the same amount of domestic parking but additionally requires 1 
visitor space for every two dwellings.  

Parking provision for the site has to meet the standards required at the time of the outline 
permission, that is East Hants standards.  At that time, the ANDP had not been examined and 
carried limited weight.

There is a total of 19 visitor car spaces, equating to 1 space per 4 units, which is less than the 
ANDP requirement for 1 space per 2 units.  The development was designed on the basis of 
the parking standards applied at the time of the outline approval (East Hampshire's Parking 
Standards) and as such it would be unreasonable to apply the newly adopted and much 
higher visitor parking standards of the ADNP.  Furthermore, the site is in a very sustainable 
location being only approximately 0.5m miles from the rail way station and town centre and 
being served by a local bus service.  

The level of parking within this development strikes an appropriate balance between providing  
parking to meet the needs of occupiers and visitors but without creating a scheme that is over 
dominated by parking and which allows sufficient space in to provide amenity  landscaping.  
In this instance, the additional visitor spaces included in the scheme are considered a 
reasonable compromise in this instance.

The garage sizes comply with East Hants internal standards (6m x 3m).

In their consultation response regarding the outline application, the Local Highway Authority 
confirmed that they raise no objection to the proposed accesses and no objections have been 
raised in terms of the level or form of parking within the site.  

The provision to be made for the storage and removal of refuse from each part of the 
development 

The submitted drawings include refuse vehicle tracking plans and details of proposed bin 
stores, and the Council’s Refuse and Recycling section has not objected to the proposals.  

Pedestrian and cycle links

All proposed pedestrian and cycle links from the indicative outline master plan have been 
carried through to the final proposals.  These provide links from within the site to Anstey Road 
through a series of shared surface access roads and pedestrian footpaths.  



Access routes are overlooked by dwellings, which provide natural surveillance, and the 
proposed scheme of lighting would deter antisocial behaviour.  

Cycle parking is provided at 1 space per 1 bed dwelling, 2 spaces per 2/3 bed dwelling, and 4 
spaces per 4 bed dwelling, in line with East Hampshire's Standards.

In light of the above, the proposal is considered to be in accordance with the aims of policy 
CP31 of the JCS, policy T3 of the EHDC Local Plan: Second Review, and policies HO2, TR1, 
TR2, and TR3 of the ANDP.

5. Impact on the amenity for neighbouring occupiers

The principle of the development was established at outline stage and although it was not 
possible to make a fully informed assessment of the impact of the development upon 
neighbour amenity at that stage, it was considered that given the relationship of the nearby 
residential properties to the site, it was highly likely that a scheme could be designed which 
would not raise any amenity issues.  

It is considered that this detailed scheme is acceptable in neighbour amenity terms given the 
varying designs and sizes of the dwellings and the separation distances between the new 
dwellings and those immediately closest at John Eggar’s Square, Anstey Road, and Anstey 
Mill Close (which are all a minimum of 12m away from the site).  

A condition can also be attached to any approval removing permitted development rights in 
respect of the insertion of any new openings at first or second floor level in the interests of 
privacy.  

The occupier of 13 John Eggar’s Square has requested that the dwelling within plot 50 be 
reoriented due to the gable ended roof and a perceived overbearing impact.  The resident has 
acknowledged that they do not have any side windows facing this plot, however, still requests 
this amendment.  Officers have secured a revision to the roof of plot 50, such that it is shown 
to be hipped instead of gabled to reduce the impact.  It is considered this would address the 
concern and a re-orientation would not be appropriate.

In light of the above, the proposal is considered to comply with the aims of Policies CP27 and 
CP29 of the JCS.

6. Impact on Listed buildings and conservation area

Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires 
planning authorities, when considering whether to grant planning permission for development 
which affects a listed building or its setting, to have special regard to the desirability of 
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest 
which it possesses.



Section 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires 
planning authorities, when considering whether to grant planning permission for development 
which affects a Conservation Area, to have special regard to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character and appearance of that area.

The site lies between two sets of listed buildings and adjacent to a conservation area. The 
development of the site will significantly alter the appearance of the area. Currently, the public 
view of the site is of a 2m high close boarded fence running along the back of pavement 
along Anstey Road and the site entrance with the club house beyond.

The detailed layout proposes the fence being replaced by a dwarf wall with railings above, 
similar to that along Shipley Close, with landscaping behind, then houses beyond. 

The applicant engaged in detailed pre-application discussions with Officers regarding the 
layout, and design and materials of the dwellings, and development is in line with the advice 
given.  

The Council’s Conservation Officer’s comments in response to the amendments to the 
application have been addressed.  The roof of plot 50 has been amended to a hipped end, 
the proposed materials can be finalised through a condition attached to any approval, and a 
comprehensive scheme of landscaping has been submitted to which the Council’s Landscape 
Officer raises no objection.

The open character of the site is not particularly evident when viewed from John Eggars 
Square, as it is currently screened by fencing, high ball protection fencing and buildings within 
the Square. The dwellings have been set back from all four boundaries and the majority of the 
development is two storeys in height, with the exception only of four 2.5 storey properties 
facing Anstey Road (plots 55 and 44 and 64 and 65), two 2.5 storey dwellings facing John 
Eggar’s Square (plots 47 and 46), and two 3 storey blocks of flats to the rear of the site.  

These higher buildings provide more visual interest and, in the case of the plots facing John 
Eggar’s Square, they would face onto a parking area, thus would not have a significant impact 
when viewed from the Square. The main school building is set away from the joint boundary, 
with a former class room building in between.  It is considered that the development would not 
cause any harm to the setting of the listed building at John Eggar’s Square. 

The nearest dwellings within the site to Woodbine Terrace would be two storeys in height and 
set 13-24m away.  The design of the dwellings, in addition to their two storey height and 
adjoining soft landscaping, are considered to would result in a development which would be 
sympathetic to the nearby Listed buildings and not detract from their setting.  

The pattern of development would be similar to that in the area and of the listed school, and is 
considered would both preserve and enhance the setting of the listed buildings and 
conservation area. 



In light of the above, the proposed development is considered to comply with the aims of 
Sections 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, 
policy CP30 of the JCS, and policy DE2 of the ANDP.

7. Other issues

Foul and surface water drainage

Conditions 5 and 6 attached to the outline approval specifically relate to surface and foul 
water drainage matters, however, condition 2 (‘reserved matters’) also requires details to be 
submitted of a scheme for foul and surface water drainage and to include the layout of foul 
sewers and water drains.

The application is supported by surface water drainage layout plans, a site wide Drainage 
Maintenance Management Plan (DMMP), and details of overland flood flow routes for an 
exceedance event.

The drainage strategy comprises a combination of traditional piped sewer network with 
inspection chambers, manholes, permeable paving, and cellular infiltration crates.  The 
DMMP confirms that drainage features which Thames Water does not adopt will be 
maintained under a private management agreement and which will incorporate the details 
within the submitted DMMP. 

The Council’s Drainage Engineer has confirmed that the surface water and foul drainage 
strategy is acceptable.  Hampshire Flood Authority and Thames Water have not raised any 
objections to the development.

In light of the above, the works are considered to comply with the aims of policies CP25 and 
CP26 of the JCS.

Ecology

Condition 15 attached to the outline approval requires the submission of an ecological 
mitigation strategy and enhancement plan in respect of the whole site and this condition has 
been formally discharged.  The HCC Ecologist has also not raised any objection to this 
reserved matters application.

The proposed works are considered to comply with the aims of policies CP20 and CP21 of 
the JCS.
               
Ground contamination

The Council’s Contaminated Land Officer has not raised any objections to the proposed 
works.



Contamination investigation and remediation is not included as part of the reserved matters 
within condition 2, however conditions 12, 13, and 14 attached to the outline approval cover 
the investigation of any contamination on site and these conditions have not yet been formally 
discharged.

Should any contamination be found on site, condition 14 attached to the outline approval 
requires a verification report demonstrating the effectiveness of any remediation works carried 
out be submitted to the LPA for approval prior to the occupation of any part of the 
development.

In light of the above, the proposal is considered to comply with the aims of policy CP27 of the 
JCS.

Pollution

The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has not raised any objection to the proposed 
works.

As such, the proposed works are considered to comply with the aims of policy CP27 of the 
JCS.

The phasing of the development 

A phasing plan has been submitted which confirms that the site would be broadly split into 
two halves with construction of one half being commenced first and the remaining parts of the 
site following soon after.

Condition 3 attached to the outline approval requires the submission to the LPA of a 
Construction Method Statement (CMS) and which must be approved by the LPA before any 
development can be commence.  The CMS will provide details of the phasing of demolition 
works, arrangements for construction works and deliveries, safety during construction and 
controls over noise, dust, and vibration, in addition to details of site waste storage and 
recycling.   

8. EHDC CIL and Developer Contributions

JCS policy CP32 states that where the provision or improvement of infrastructure is 
necessary to meet community or environmental needs associated with new development or to 
mitigate the impact of development on the environment, the payment of financial contributions 
will be required through planning obligations to ensure that all such development makes an 
appropriate and reasonable contribution to the costs of provision.

Outline approval 30667/015 was granted subject to a S106 legal agreement securing the 
relevant infrastructure and financial contributions generated by the redevelopment of the site.  



Response to Parish/Town Council Comments

Alton Town Council objects to this reserved matters application and any issues raised have 
been covered in the foregoing report. 

Conclusion

The principle of 85 dwellings on this site has been established under outline planning 
permission 30667/015, which also approved the means of access into the development and 
an indicative layout.

The details submitted in respect of the reserved matters relating to; siting, external 
appearance, scale and landscaping are considered to be acceptable and the Local Highways 
Authority has confirmed that it raises no objection to this application.  

The development is considered acceptable in design, heritage, neighbour amenity, ecology, 
and drainage terms also.  

The proposal is considered to comply with the aims of the relevant policies of the 
development plan and NPPF.

RECOMMENDATION APPROVE subject to the following conditions and Informatives

1 No development shall take place until details of particulars and samples 
of the materials to be used on all external faces of plots 1, 2, 3, 63, 64, 
65, 54, 55, 56, 51, 52, and 53 (facing Anstey Road), plot 50 (adjoining 
John Eggar’s Square), and associated garages/car ports (including 
window frames and doors) and for any adjacent foot paths and boundary 
treatments (notwithstanding any materials specified in the application 
form and/or the approved drawings), have been submitted to the Local 
Planning Authority for approval.   No works which are the subject of this 
condition shall be carried out until the details are approved, and the 
development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved 
details.
Reason - To ensure a satisfactory appearance of the development and in 
order to ensure that the development preserves and enhances the setting 
of the nearby Listed buildings and conservation area. It is considered 
necessary for this to be a pre-commencement condition as these details 
relate to the construction of the development and thus go to the heart of 
the planning permission.



2 No development above slab level shall take place until details of 
particulars/samples of the materials to be used  all external faces of plots 
1 – 85 and associated garages/car ports (including window frames and 
doors), and for all boundary treatments, access roads/paths and areas of 
hard-standing within the development hereby permitted (excluding those 
plots referred to in condition 1 above) (notwithstanding any materials 
specified in the application form and/or the approved drawings), have 
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning 
Authority.   No works which are the subject of this condition shall be 
carried out until the details are approved, and the development shall be 
carried out in full accordance with the approved details.
Reason - To ensure a satisfactory appearance of the development and in 
order to ensure that the development preserves and enhances the setting 
of the nearby Listed buildings and conservation area. 

3 No development shall take place until details of particulars/samples of the 
materials to be used for all boundary treatments and on all access 
roads/paths and areas of hard-standing within the development hereby 
permitted (notwithstanding any materials specified in the application form 
and/or the approved drawings), have been submitted to, and approved in 
writing by, the Local Planning Authority.   No works which are the subject 
of this condition shall be carried out until the details are approved, and the 
development shall be carried out in full accordance with the approved 
details and retained to the agreed specification thereafter.  
Reason - To ensure a satisfactory appearance of the development and in 
order to ensure that the development preserves and enhances the setting 
of the nearby Listed buildings and conservation area.  It is considered 
necessary for this to be a pre-commencement condition as these details 
relate to the construction of the development and thus go to the heart of 
the planning permission.

4 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and 
re-enacting that Order with or without modification), no extension, 
enlargement or other alteration to the approved dwellinghouses shall be 
carried out under Schedule 2, Part 1, classes A, B, C, D, E, and For under 
Schedule 2, Part 2, Class A of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and re-
enacting that Order with or without modification), without planning 
permission first being obtained from the Local Planning Authority.
Reason - The Local Planning Authority considers that further 
development could cause detriment to the amenities of the occupiers of 
nearby properties and/or to the character of the development/area and for 
this reason would wish to control any future development.



5 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking, re-
enacting or modifying that Order) no windows or other openings other 
than those shown on the approved plans shall at any time be inserted in 
the first or second floor side elevations of the dwellings hereby permitted 
without the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason - To protect the privacy of the occupants of the adjoining 
residential property/ies.

6 No development shall commence on site until plans of the site showing 
details of the existing and proposed ground levels, proposed finished floor 
levels, levels of any paths, drives, garages and parking areas and the 
proposed completed height of the development and any retaining walls 
have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning 
Authority.  The details shall clearly identify the relationship of the 
proposed ground levels and proposed completed height with adjacent 
buildings.  The development thereafter shall be carried out in accordance 
with the approved details.
Reason - To safeguard the visual amenities of the area. It is considered 
necessary for this to be a pre-commencement condition as these details 
relate to the construction of the development and thus go to the heart of 
the planning permission.

7 All hard and soft landscape works shall be carried out in accordance with 
the approved details.  The works shall be carried out in the first available 
planting season following the completion of the development or prior to 
the occupation of any part of the development, whichever is the sooner, 
and any trees which die within a period of 5 years from the completion of 
the development, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased 
or are dying, shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of 
same approved specification, unless the Local Planning Authority gives 
written consent to any variation. All hard surfacing and means of 
enclosure shall be completed before the development is first occupied.
Reason - To enhance the appearance of the development in the interest 
of the amenities of the area, to ensure the provision sustainable drainage 
surfaces.

8 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in strict 
accordance with the approved Arboricultural Impact Assessment and 
Method Statement (MILL20663aia-amsA) and Tree Protection Plan 
(MILL20663-03A) prepared by ACD Environmental Ltd and received by 
the Local Planning Authority on 24/10/16.
Reason - To ensure that the trees on and around the site are adequately 
protected from damage to their health and /or amenity value.



9 No unit hereby approved shall be occupied until the refuse and recycling 
storage facilities for that unit, as shown on the approved plans, have been 
fully implemented and made available for use. These facilities shall 
thereafter be retained for use at all times.
Reason - To ensure the provision of satisfactory facilities for the storage 
of refuse and recycling material.

10 Before first occupation of any dwelling hereby approved, provision for car 
and cycle parking (including any garages and car ports) shall have been 
made within the site for that dwelling, in accordance with the approved 
plans, and shall be retained thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate on-site car parking provision for the 
approved development.

11 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking, re-
enacting or modifying that Order) the garages and car ports hereby 
approved shall only be used for the purpose of parking private motor 
vehicles in connection with the residential use of the property and shall 
not, at any time, be used for living accommodation, business, commercial, 
industrial purposes or for the storage of boats, caravans or trailers.
Reason - To ensure the adequate provision of on site parking for the 
purpose of highway safety.

12 Both private, and visitor, parking spaces as shown on the approved 
drawings shall only be used for the parking of private motor vehicles and 
for no other purpose.
Reason - To ensure adequate on-site car parking provision for the 
approved development.

13 The external lighting within the development and parking areas shall be 
installed prior to the occupation/use of the adjoining dwelling(s)/parking 
area(s) to be served and shall be installed in accordance with approved 
drawing 13-193/100C, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.
Reason - To safeguard the amenities of the area and the occupiers of 
neighbouring properties, and in the interests of nearby ecology. 

14 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance 
with the following approved plans and particulars:

83-2051-001
83-2051-002 Rev. E
83-2051-003 Rev. C
83-2051-004 Rev. B
83-2051-005 Rev. D



83-2051-006 Rev. E
83-2051-007 Rev. C
83-2051-008 Rev. B
83-2051-009 Rev. C
83-2051-010 Rev. C
83-2051-011 Rev. A
83-2051-PH2-SS-001 Rev. B
83-2051-PH2-SS-002
83-2051-PH2-SS-003 Rev. A
83-2051-PH2-SS-004
83-2051-ST-001
83-2051-ST-002
83-2051-MD-001
83-2051-MD-002
83-2051-MD-003
83-2051-MD-004
83-2051-WE-001
83-2051-WE-002
83-2051-WE-003
83-2051-WE-004
83-2051-BL-001
83-2051-BL-002
83-2051-BL-003
83-2051-DN-001
83-2051-DN-002
83-2051-DN-003
83-2051-DN-004
83-2051-DN-005
83-2051-3Bs-001
83-2051-3Bs-002
83-2051-3Bs-003
83-2051-3Bs-004
83-2051-TA-001 Rev. A
83-2051-TA-002 Rev. A
83-2051-TA-003
83-2051-PU-001
83-2051-PU-002
83-2051-PU-003
83-2051-PU-004
83-2051-PU-005
83-2051-PU-006 
83-2051-PU-007 
83-2051-PU-008 
83-2051-PU-009 
83-2051-PU-010 
83-2051-PU-011 



83-2051-HW-001 Rev. A 
83-2051-HW-002 Rev. A 
83-2051-HW-003 
83-2051-HW-004 
83-2051-HW-005 
83-2051-HW-006 
83-2051-AN-001 
83-2051-AN-002 
83-2051-4BH-001 4BH
83-2051-4BH-002 4BH:
83-2051-3BH-001 3BH
83-2051-3BH-002 3BH
83-2051-3BH-003 3BH
83-2051-3BH-004 3BH
83-2051-2BH-001 2BH
83-2051-2BH-002 2BH
83-2051-2BH-003 2BH
83-2051-2BH-004 2BH
83-2051-2BH-005 2BH
83-2051-2BH-006 3BH
83-2051-2BF-1BF-001 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-002 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-003 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-004 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-005 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-006 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-007 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-008 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-009 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2BF-1BF-010 2BF-1BF
83-2051-2CH-001 2CH
83-2051-2CH-002 2CH
83-2051-GAR-001 Rev. B 
83-2051-GAR-002 Rev. B
83-2051-GAR-003 Rev. B 
83-2051-GAR-004 Rev. B 
83-2051-GAR-005 Rev. A 
83-2051-BIN-001 Rev. A 
83-2051-CYC-001 
83-2051-SUB-001 
MILL20663 11C Sheet 1 
MILL20663 11C Sheet 2 
MILL20663 11C Sheet 3 
MILL20663 11B Sheet 4 
MILL20663-03A 
13-193/100 Rev. C 



13-193/101 Rev. A 
13-193/103 Rev. B 
13-193/104 Rev. B 
13-193/105 Rev. A 
13-193/106 Rev. A 
13-193/107 
TOPO2 Alton Topographical Survey (existing site layout)
Design and Access Statement August 2016
Tree Report 14/07/2016 (ref: MILL20663tr)
Arboricultural Impact Assessment & Method Statement 25/08/2016 (ref: 
MILL20663aia-amsA)
Soft Landscape Specification August 2016 (ref: MILL20663spec)
Soft Landscape Management and Maintenance Plan 31/08/2016 (ref: 
MILL20663man Rev. A)
Drainage Report August 2016 (ref: 13-193)
Affordable Housing Statement August 2016
Site Waste Management Plan August 2016
Drainage Maintenance and Management Plan October 2016 (ref: 13-193-
04)

Reason - To ensure provision of a satisfactory development

Informative Notes to Applicant:

1 The developer is made aware that a Groundwater Risk Management 
Permit would be required from Thames Water for discharging 
groundwater into a public sewer.

2 The developer is made aware that a Groundwater Risk Management 
Permit from Thames Water will be required for discharging groundwater 
into a public sewer. Any discharge made without a permit is deemed 
illegal and may result in prosecution under the provisions of the Water 
Industry Act 1991. Thames Water would expect the developer to 
demonstrate what measures they will undertake to minimise groundwater 
discharges into the public sewer. Permit enquiries should be directed to 
Thames Water's Risk Management Team by telephoning 02035779483 
or by emailing wwqriskmanagement@thameswater.co.uk. Application 
forms should be completed on line via 
www.thameswater.co.uk/wastewaterquality

3 The developer is made aware that there is a low/medium/intermediate 
pressure gas main near the site and that they should contact Southern 
Gas Network for further information on this and any restrictions on 
mechanical excavation. 



4 In accordance with paragraphs 186 and 187 of the NPPF East 
Hampshire District Council (EHDC) takes a positive and proactive 
approach and works with applicants/agents on development proposals in 
a manner focused on solutions by:

 offering a pre-application advice service,

 updating applications/agents of any issues that may arise in the 
processing of their application and where possible suggesting 
solutions, and,

 by adhering to the requirements of the Planning Charter.

In this instance:
 the applicant was provided with pre-application advice
 the applicant was updated of any issues after the initial site visit

CASE OFFICER: Ms Sabah Halli 01730 234229
———————————————————————————————————————
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Item No.: 02
The information, recommendations and advice contained in this report are correct as at the 
date of preparation, which is more than one week in advance of the Committee meeting. 
Because of the time constraints some reports may have been prepared in advance of the 
final date given for consultee responses or neighbour comments.  Any changes or 
necessary updates to the report will be made orally at the Committee meeting.

PROPOSAL Development of 1no. office block creating up to 650 sqm gross 
internal area. (Revision to that previously approved for block 1) and 
revised access [Internal floorspace figure corrected 17 November 
2016 - Supplementary landscaping plan received 25 November 2016]

LOCATION: Former OSU site Area B, Midhurst Road, Liphook
REFERENCE 33993/083 PARISH: Bramshott/Liphook
APPLICANT:  East Hants District Council
CONSULTATION 
EXPIRY :

15 December 2016

APPLICATION EXPIRY : 10 January 2017
COUNCILLOR(S): Cllr A Glass, Cllr B Mouland, Cllr R Standish
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: PERMISSION

East Hampshire District Council is the applicant for this proposed development, 
therefore under the Council’s Constitution, the application is referred to the Planning 
Committee for determination.

Site and Development

Site

The application site forms the south-western section of the former OSU site in Liphook, 
extending to an area of 0.2 Ha.  The site fronts the south-eastern side of Midhurst Road in 
Liphook.  Newtown Road, the access road into Beaver Industrial Estate, borders the south-
western site boundary, leading to a parking area associated with the employment units to 
the south-east.  A residential development has recently been completed on land to the 
north-east of the site, accessed from Canada Way.

The site was originally an Army Ordnance Supply Unit (OSU), although is now currently 
vacant having been temporarily used as a site compound associated with the residential 
development recently constructed to the north-east.  The site is within the main settlement 
policy boundary of Liphook and located on a prominent bend on Midhurst Road, around 0.8 
km to the south of the village centre and in close proximity to the railway station.  
Residential development comprising a mix of design styles and ages, ranging from 
Victorian terraced houses and semi-detached dwellings, to more modern flats to the south 
surrounds the site, with industrial units to the east.



Development

The application seeks full planning permission for an office building (Use Class B1(a)) to 
provide up to 650 m2 of office floorspace (gross internal area).

This application is a revision to a larger scheme for two office buildings and a terrace of 
three light industrial units granted planning permission by the Planning Committee at its 
meeting of 8 September 2016.  The revisions to the scheme detail a change to the siting 
and design of Office Block One, to provide a straight elevation to Midhurst Road, the 
floorspace for the building remaining unchanged.  In addition, the application proposes a 
second vehicular access to serve the site from Newton Road, which would serve Office 
Block 2 and the light industrial units.  Office Block One would still be served from the 
original access onto Midhurst Road, in the northern corner of the site.  Consequently, 
alterations to the approved parking layout are shown on the drawings.  A total of 30 vehicle 
parking spaces and 16 cycle parking spaces would be provided to serve Office Block 1, 
with a further 33 vehicle spaces and associated cycle parking for the other units, in line with 
the 63 car parking spaces and 22 cycle spaces previously approved.  

Office Block Two (in the centre of the site) and the three light industrial units to the south-
east would remain as approved under permission 33993/082.

Relevant Planning History

33993/082 2 no. office blocks creating up to 1600sqm B1A gross 
internal area and 3no. industrial units creating up to 
600sqm B1C gross internal area (as amended by 
plans received 17 August 2016)

Permission – 12/09/2016

Development Plan Policies and Proposals

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (2014)

CP1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development 
CP2 - Spatial Strategy
CP3 - New employment provision
CP4 - Existing employment land
CP21 - Biodiversity
CP24 - Sustainable construction
CP25 - Flood Risk
CP27 - Pollution
CP29 - Design
CP31 - Transport
CP32 - Infrastructure

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Second Review (2006)

IB4 - Retention of Industrial or Business Uses 
P7 - Contaminated Land



Planning Policy Constraints and Guidance

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

The NPPF sets out three roles (economic, social and environmental) that should be 
performed by the planning system. The Framework states that pursuing sustainable 
development involves seeking positive improvements in the quality of the built, natural and 
historic environment, as well as in peoples quality of life, including (but not limited to):

• making it easier for jobs to be created in cities, towns and villages
• moving from a net loss of bio-diversity to achieving net gains for nature
• replacing poor design with better design
• improving the conditions in which people live, work, travel and take leisure and
• widening the choice of high quality homes

Section 1: Building a strong, competitive economy.

Consultations and Town/Parish Council comments

EHDC Drainage Consultant – No objection.  A condition relating to agreement of the means 
of disposal for foul and surface water is requested.

EHDC Environmental Health (Pollution) – No objection.  The conditions attached to 
permission 33993/082 are requested to be carried over onto this revised application. 

EHDC Environmental Health (Contamination) – No objection.  A condition relating to 
unsuspected contamination is requested.

EHDC Landscape Officer – Has no landscape objection to the revised plan.

HCC Local Highway Authority – No objection subject to the imposition of conditions. 

Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council – No objections.

Representations

No letters of representation from third parties have been received.

*Note:  The consultation period for this application expires on 15 December 2016, which is 
the day after this Agenda was printed.  Any representations received following the 
finalisation of this Agenda, will be reported to Members on the supplementary update paper 
at the meeting.

Determining Issues

1. Principle of development.
2. Siting, design and visual impact within the street scene.
3. Impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties.
4. Access and parking arrangements.
5. Other issues.



Planning Considerations 

1. Principle of Development

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that planning 
applications must be determined in accordance with the development plus unless other 
material considerations indicate otherwise.  This requirement is reinforced by paragraph 2 
of the NPPF. For East Hampshire, the development plan comprises the East Hampshire 
District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (2014), the East Hampshire District Local Plan: 
Housing and Employment Allocations (2016) and the saved policies of the East Hampshire 
District Local Plan: Second Review (2006).

The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) identifies the application site as falling within the Settlement 
Policy Boundary (SPB) for Liphook where policy CP2 (Spatial Strategy) directs new 
development growth, and also seeks to make the best use of previously developed land 
and buildings within existing built up areas.  

The principle for the employment development of this site has previously been established 
through the grant of planning permission 33993/082 in September 2016 for a similar 
scheme.  This application proposes revisions to the approved scheme to; revise the siting 
and design of the Office Block 1, provide an additional vehicular access into the site from 
Newton Road, with associated revisions to the parking layout.  The amount of office 
floorspace provided would remain as previously approved.

The principle of the development is therefore in accordance with Policies CP1, CP2 and 
CP4 of the JCS and Policy IB4 of the Local Plan: Second Review.

2. Siting, design and visual impact

Policy CP29 (Design) requires the District’s built environment to be of an exemplary 
standard of design and architecture that respects the character, context and identity of the 
area.  

The office block now proposed remains at two storey scale, and would have a rectangular 
footprint with dimensions of 34.0 x 8.6 metres, with an eaves height of 7.1 metres and a 
ridge height of 10.05 metres, similar to that previously approved.  The main difference 
between the two schemes being the current building removes the “kink” in the footprint, 
which the applicant advises is due to structural construction costs in providing the bend.  
Whilst the kinked footprint reflected the curve in the highway, the straightening out of the 
building would still sit comfortably along the Midhurst Road frontage and provide a 
landscaped frontage and entrance to the site, whilst respecting the visibility splay to the 
entrance.  Hipped roof projecting features would sit centrally within the building to the front 
and rear, which would assist in breaking up the massing of the building.

The external appearance of the building and proposed materials with the use of brick to the 
ground floor and black coloured timber cladding above and aluminium framed curtain 
walling, under an artificial slate roof for the office buildings would be similar to that 
previously approved.  Overall the siting, external appearance and scale are acceptable and 
in keeping with the character and appearance of the area.  



The Council’s Landscape Officer has confirmed that the Proposed Soft and Hard 
Landscape Plan is acceptable, therefore it is appropriate to secure these details through a 
condition.

For these reasons the proposal is considered to be in accordance with the aims of Policy 
CP29 of the JCS.

3. Impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties

The site is bounded to the north by a residential estate, which has been completed, and is 
separated from these dwellings by a 2 metre high brick wall.  Office Block 1 would be 
separated from the approved residential development by the parking / turning area, with a 
distance of 24 metres between the unit and the nearest dwelling to the rear (29 Edmonton 
Way: flat over a garage), which exceeds the 21 metre best practice guidance.  The frontage 
office building would be in similar alignment to the highway to 1 Redwood Terrace and 
would be sited 16 metres from the side elevation of this dwelling and separated by a sub-
station and the access driveway.  The revisions to the siting of Office Block 1 are 
considered to maintain an acceptable relationship with the neighbouring buildings.

The scheme makes no revisions to the previously approved siting of Office Block 2 or the 
light industrial units, thus the relationship of these buildings with the surrounding occupiers 
would remain unchanged.  The revisions to the access would remove the vehicles 
accessing Office Block 2 and the light industrial units from passing the properties in the 
western section of the site.

The Council’s Environmental Protection Officer has confirmed that the revised layout does 
not change his conclusions or comments on this development scheme.  It is advised that 
the conditions attached to 33993/082 continue to be appropriate and should be carried over 
to any approval of this revised application.

The proposal would therefore have an acceptable relationship with the neighbouring 
properties / uses, in accordance with policy CP27 of the JCS.

4. Access and Parking Arrangements

Office Block 1 would be served via the previously approved vehicular access onto Midhurst 
Road to the west of the site, which would lead to a separate area of 30 car parking spaces 
and 16 cycle spaces to serve that unit.  

Following negotiations with the adjoining landowner, vehicular access into the site from 
Newton Road has been secured.  The application details revisions to the Newton Road 
junction onto Midhurst Road to allow the provision of new access to serve Office Block B 
and the light industrial units, leading to a separate parking area for 33 vehicles and 
associated cycle parking.  The total parking provision for the site (63 spaces) remains as 
previously approved.



The Local Highway Authority has commented it responded to the previous application 
(33993/083) on the site 2016 recommending no objections.  The current planning 
application includes changes to the way part of the site will be accessed, with access to the 
eastern part of the site utilising the existing access of Newtown Road onto Midhurst Road 
which is considered acceptable to the Highway Authority.  As such the Highway Authority 
has confirmed that it has no objection to the development, subject to the imposition of a 
parking condition.  

It is noted that conditions relating to; construction of the access, parking, disposal of surface 
water and agreement of a construction method statement were previously requested by the 
Local Highway Authority and form part of the planning permission for 33993/082.  It is 
considered appropriate, therefore, to recommend that these conditions are carried forward 
onto any subsequent permission granted.

For these reasons the development is considered to be in accordance with Policy CP31 of 
the Joint Core Strategy.

5. Other issues

Drainage – The Council’s Drainage Consultant has confirmed no objections in principle to 
the development, subject to satisfactory drainage systems for both foul and surface water.  
It is considered that the revised proposals do not materially alter the drainage principles for 
this site, which could be secured through conditions as previously imposed.

Contaminated Land - The Council’s Contaminated Land Officer has raises no objection to 
the development, with a condition relating to unsuspected contamination requested to be 
attached to any permission granted.

Sustainable Construction – The application is supported by an Energy and Sustainability 
Statement (August 2016) which sets out how 10% of the site energy will be offset by 
renewable low / zero carbon technology to incorporate energy and CO2 savings beyond 
current building regulations.  These measures include the installation of photovoltaic panels 
and energy efficiency measures incorporated into the construction of the building, including 
LED lighting, air source heat pumps and thermal efficiency to the building’s fabric.  These 
measures would meet the requirements of Policy CP24 of the JCS.  

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) – Both Offices and Industrial uses are £0 rated in the 
Council’s CIL Charging Schedule.  Thus the development would not attract a CIL payment.

Response to Parish Council Comments

Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council has no objection to this application.

Conclusion

The Joint Core Strategy identifies the application site as falling within the Settlement Policy 
Boundary (SPB) for Liphook.  The principle for employment development on this site has 
been established through planning permission 33993/082, with the current proposal making 
revisions to the design and layout of the previously approved scheme.
  



For the reasons set out in this report, the development is considered to be of a satisfactory 
standard of design and is acceptable in terms of layout, scale and landscaping.   The 
development is considered to have an acceptable relationship with the neighbouring 
occupiers and the access and parking arrangements are considered to be satisfactory.  

Having regard to the above and having taken into account all relevant material 
considerations, it is concluded that the proposed development is in full conformity with the 
provisions of the development plan.

RECOMMENDATION

 PERMISSION subject to the following conditions:

1 The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration 
of three years from the date of this planning permission.
Reason - To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990

2 Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) Order 2015, or any order revoking or 
re-enacting that Order, the office building hereby approved shall only be 
used for purposes falling within Class B1(a) of the Town and Country 
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 and for no other purpose.
Reason – In order to control the future use of the premises in the interests 
of the local economy and the general amenities of the area and those of 
neighbouring occupiers. 

3 Notwithstanding any indication of materials that may have been given in 
the application or in the absence of such information, no development 
shall commence on site until samples / details including manufacturers 
details of all the materials to be used for external facing and roofing for 
the development hereby approved have been submitted to, and approved 
in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. The development works shall 
be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason - To ensure that the materials used in the construction of the 
approved development harmonise with the surroundings. It is considered 
necessary for this to be a pre-commencement condition as such details 
need to be taken into account in the construction of the development and 
thus go to the heart of the planning permission.

4 The B1(a) use hereby permitted shall only be carried out within the site 
between 06.00 am and 08.00 pm Mondays to Fridays and 07.00 am and 
06.00 pm on Saturdays and at no time on Sundays or Public Holidays.
Reason - To ensure that the amenities of the adjacent properties are not 
detrimentally affected by the use of the site outside reasonable working 
times.

5 No deliveries shall be received, no dispatches shall be made and no 
collection of waste materials shall be made to / from the site outside the 
hours of:



  07.00 am to 06.00 pm Monday to Friday;
  08.00 am to 06.00 pm Saturday;

and at no time on a Sunday or a Public Holiday.
Reason - To ensure that the amenities of the adjacent residential 
properties are not detrimentally affected by the use of the site outside 
reasonable working times.

6 No sound amplifying equipment, including external phone bells, which is 
audible outside the site, shall be installed in the premises. 
Reason - To protect the amenities of the occupiers of nearby premises.

7 No external lighting/ floodlighting shall be installed on the site until such 
details have been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local 
Planning Authority. The lighting shall be installed, operated, and 
maintained in accordance with the approved details.
Reason - In the interests of the amenity of the occupants of neighbouring 
properties.
[Note: When submitting details for approval, it is requested that a report 
from a competent Lighting Professional is provided, confirming that the 
external lighting installation meets the Obtrusive Light Limitations for 
Exterior Lighting Installations for Environmental Zone (to be specified for 
the circumstances) as set out in the "Guidance Notes for the Reduction of 
Obtrusive Light GN01:2011" issued by the Institute of Lighting 
Professionals]

8 No development shall start on site until details have been submitted to, 
and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority addressing any 
proposed external plant that will be used on the site, including measured 
background noise levels, Leq, peak noise, tonal effects, proposed 
mitigation measures, and the required maintenance regime for the 
system.  The details shall be prepared by a competent person for the 
purpose of assessing noise nuisance to surrounding properties and based 
on measured levels representative for the site.  The agreed details shall 
be fully implemented and the equipment shall be operated and 
maintained in accordance with the approved details and shall be retained 
thereafter.
Reason - To ensure that the amenity of the area is not detrimentally 
affected by the use of the site.

9 No development shall commence until a scheme of foul and surface water 
drainage detailing any and all on and/or off site drainage works, has been 
submitted to and approved by, the Local Planning Authority.  These 
details shall include measures for the on-going management and 
maintenance of the drainage system.  No discharge of foul or surface 
water from the site shall be accepted into the public system until the 
drainage works referred to in the strategy have been completed in the 
accordance with the agreed details and retained thereafter.
Reason – To ensure the satisfactory drainage of the scheme and to 
prevent any off-site displacement of surface water.



10 Before any part of the development is first occupied, the provisions to 
prevent surface water from the site discharging on to the adjacent 
highway shall have been made in accordance with the approved plans 
and shall be retained thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate provision for surface water drainage and 
avoid discharge of water onto the public highway.

11 No development shall start on site until the access, including the footway 
and/or verge crossing shall be provided in accordance with the approved 
plans. The lines of sight splays shown on the approved plans shall be 
kept free of any obstruction exceeding 1 metre in height above the 
adjacent carriageway and shall be subsequently maintained so thereafter.
Reason - To provide satisfactory access and in the interests of highway 
safety.

12 The office building hereby permitted shall not be first occupied until 
provision for parking to serve that building has been provided within the 
site in accordance with the drawing number 27896-PD-100 Rev A.  Once 
provided this parking shall be retained as available for the parking of 
vehicles thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate on-site car parking provision for the 
approved development.

13 No development shall start on site until plans and particulars showing 
details of the provisions of bin / cycle storage within the site have been 
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. 
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 
details before the use of the development is commenced and shall be 
retained thereafter.
Reason - To ensure adequate provision for bin and cycle storage within 
the site.

14 No development shall start on site until a Construction Method Statement 
has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning 
Authority.  This Statement shall include the following details:

i)  A programme of and phasing of construction work; 
ii)  The provision of long term facilities for contractor parking;
iii)  The arrangements for deliveries associated with all construction 

works;
iv)  Methods and phasing of construction works;
v)  Access and egress for plant and machinery;
vi)  Protection of pedestrian routes during construction;
vii)  Location of temporary site buildings, compounds, construction 

material, and plant storage areas;
viii) Provision for storage, collection, and disposal of rubbish from the 

development during construction period; and
ix)  Re-use of on site material and spoil arising from any site 

clearance or demolition work.
Construction work shall only take place in accordance with the approved 
method statement.



Reason - In order that the Local Planning Authority can properly consider 
the effect of the works on the amenity of the locality.

15 No materials shall be stacked, stored or deposited in the open on the site.
Reason - To ensure that the visual appearance of the area is not 
adversely affected and to control the level of noise and disturbance from 
the development and impacts to the amenities of the area.

16 No piling shall take place until a piling method statement (detailing the 
depth and type of piling to be undertaken and the methodology by which 
such piling will be carried out, including measures to prevent and 
minimise the potential for damage to subsurface sewerage infrastructure, 
and the programme for the works) has been submitted to, and approved 
in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.  Any piling shall be undertaken 
in accordance with the terms of the approved piling method statement. 
Reason - The proposed works will be in close proximity to underground 
sewerage utility infrastructure.  Piling has the potential to impact on local 
underground sewerage utility infrastructure. 
[Note: The applicant is advised to contact Thames Water Developer 
Services on 0800 009 3921 to discuss the details of the piling method 
statement.] 

17 The development shall be carried out in accordance with the details set 
out in the Energy and Sustainability Statement (August 2016).
Reason – To ensure that energy and CO2 saving measures are 
incorporated into the construction of the approved buildings.

18 The development shall be carried out in accordance with the landscaping 
details shown of drawing number 27896-WD660 Rev A and the 
accompanying Landscape Management and Maintenance Plan and 
Landscape Specification.  These works shall be carried out in the first 
planting season after practical completion or first occupation of the 
development, whichever is earlier, unless otherwise first agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority.  Any trees or plants which, within a 
period of 5 years after planting, are removed, die or become seriously 
damaged or defective, shall be replaced as soon as is reasonably 
practicable with others of species, size and number as originally approved 
unless otherwise first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason - To ensure the provision and establishment of a reasonable 
standard of landscape in accordance with the approved designs.

19 The development hereby approved shall not be first brought into use until 
a detailed boundary treatment plan has been submitted to, and approved 
in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.  The plan shall include details 
of the positions, design, materials/species of the boundary treatments to 
be erected/planted.  The approved details shall be fully implemented 
before the use of the development is commenced and/or any part of the 
development is occupied and shall be retained thereafter.
Reason - To ensure an appropriate standard of visual amenity in the area 
and to safeguard the privacy and amenities of the residents of the locality.



20 All development shall be stopped immediately in the event that 
contamination not previously identified is found to be present on the 
development site and details of the contamination shall be reported 
immediately in writing to the Local Planning Authority.

Development shall not re-start on site until the following details have 
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority:-
(a)   a scheme outlining a site investigation and risk assessments 
designed to assess the nature and extent of any contamination on the 
site. 
(b)   a written report of the findings which includes, a description of the 
extent, scale and nature of contamination, an assessment of all potential 
risks to known receptors, an update of the conceptual site model (devised 
in the desktop study), identification of all pollutant linkages and unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority and identified 
as unnecessary in the written report, an appraisal of remediation options 
and proposal of the preferred option(s) identified as appropriate for the 
type of contamination found on site 
and (unless otherwise first agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority)
(c)   a detailed remediation scheme designed to bring the site to a 
condition suitable for the intended use by removing unacceptable risks to 
human health, buildings and other property and the natural and historical 
environment.  The scheme should include all works to be undertaken, 
proposed remediation objectives and remediation criteria, timetable of 
works, site management procedures and a verification plan outlining 
details of the data to be collected in order to demonstrate the completion 
of the remediation works and any arrangements for the continued 
monitoring of identified pollutant linkages;

and before any part of the development is occupied or used (unless 
otherwise first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority) a 
verification report demonstrating the effectiveness of the remediation 
works carried out and a completion certificate confirming that the 
approved remediation scheme has been implemented in full shall both 
have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 

The above site works, details and certification submitted shall be in 
accordance with the approved scheme and undertaken by a competent 
person in accordance with DEFRA and the Environment Agency’s ‘Model 
Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination, CLR 11’.
Reason - To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users 
of the land and neighbouring land are minimised, together with those to 
controlled waters, property and ecological systems, and to ensure that the 
development can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to 
workers, neighbours and other offsite receptors.



21 The office building hereby approved shall not be first occupied until an 
Operational Management Plan for this building has been submitted to, 
and agreed in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. This Plan shall 
detail measures to be undertaken to minimise the potential for noise 
disturbance to the neighbouring residential properties from staff 
commencing working before 7am. Occupation of the buildings shall be 
carried out in accordance with the agreed details.
Reason – To mitigate the potential for noise and disturbance to 
neighbouring occupiers from staff / vehicles accessing the site prior to 
7am.

22 No works to the internal access road, parking areas or footways shall take 
place until details of the materials for the construction of these hard 
surfaced areas have been submitted to, and agreed in writing by, the 
Local Planning Authority.  Development shall be carried out in accordance 
with the agreed details.
Reason - In the interests of the visual amenity of the area.

23 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance 
with the following approved plans and particulars:

Application form 
Planning Statement
Design and Access Statement
Energy and Sustainability Statement
Landscape Management and Maintenance plan 
Landscape Specification
Transport Statement
27896-PD090 - Location plan 
27896-PD100 A - Proposed site plan 
27896-WD660 A - Proposed soft & hard landscaping plan 
27896-PD107 A - Proposed Vehicle turning manoeuvres 
27896-PD101 B - Proposed floor plans office block one
27896-PD102 B - Proposed elevations office block one
27896-PD108 B - Street Scene

Reason - To ensure provision of a satisfactory development

Informative Notes to Applicant:

1 In accordance with paragraphs 186 and 187 of the NPPF East 
Hampshire District Council (EHDC) takes a positive and proactive 
approach and works with applicants/agents on development proposals in 
a manner focused on solutions by:

  offering a pre-application advice service,
  updating applications/agents of any issues that may arise in the 

processing of their application and where possible suggesting 
solutions, and,

  by adhering to the requirements of the Planning Charter.



In this instance the applicant;
  was updated of any issues after the initial site visit.

 revisions to the scheme were negotiated to achieve a mutually 
acceptable development.

2 A Groundwater Risk Management Permit from Thames Water will be 
required for discharging groundwater into a public sewer. Any discharge 
made without a permit is deemed illegal and may result in prosecution 
under the provisions of the Water Industry Act 1991. We would expect 
the developer to demonstrate what measures he will undertake to 
minimise groundwater discharges into the public sewer.  Permit enquiries 
should be directed to Thames Water’s Risk Management Team by 
telephoning 02035779483 or by emailing 
wwqriskmanagement@thameswater.co.uk.  Application forms should be 
completed on line via www.thameswater.co.uk/wastewaterquality.”

CASE OFFICER: Stephen Wiltshire 01730 234229
———————————————————————————————————————
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Item No.: 03
The information, recommendations and advice contained in this report are correct as at the 
date of preparation, which is more than one week in advance of the Committee meeting. 
Because of the time constraints some reports may have been prepared in advance of the 
final date given for consultee responses or neighbour comments.  Any changes or 
necessary updates to the report will be made orally at the Committee meeting.

PROPOSAL Display of two non-illuminated Marketing Boards fitted to grey PVC 
coated steel posts (Amended plans received 7 and 13 December 
2016)

LOCATION: Former OSU site Area B, Midhurst Road, Liphook
REFERENCE 33993/084 PARISH: Bramshott/Liphook
APPLICANT:  East Hampshire District Council
CONSULTATION 
EXPIRY :

29 December 2016

APPLICATION EXPIRY : 24 January 2017
COUNCILLOR(S): Cllr A Glass, Cllr B Mouland, Cllr R Standish
SUMMARY RECOMMENDATION: CONSENT

East Hampshire District Council is the applicant for this proposed development, 
therefore under the Council’s Constitution, the application is referred to the 
Planning Committee for determination.

Site and Development

The application relates to the same site as the previous item on this agenda.  

This application seeks advertisement consent for the installation of two marketing boards 
associated with the redevelopment of this site.

The submitted plans show the provision of 2 identical signs with dimensions of 2.80 x 1.80 
metres supported on two grey pvc coated steel posts and have a maximum height of 4.2 
metres above ground level.   The signs would be constructed of composite aluminium and 
show marketing details for the site.  They would be located at two positions along the 
Midhurst Road site frontage.  The signs would not be illuminated.

Amended plans have been received which detail a minor revision to the illustrative material 
at the top of each sign and confirm the height of the sign above ground level.  These 
amendments are minor in nature and do not materially alter the application, therefore a 
reconsultation was not considered to be necessary in this instance.  



Relevant Planning History

33993/083 Development of 1no. office block creating up to 
650 sqm gross internal area. (Revision to that 
previously approved for block 1) and revised 
access [Internal floorspace figure corrected 17 
November 2016 - Supplementary landscaping 
plan received 25 November 2016]

Awaiting determination 

33993/082 2 no. office blocks creating up to 1600sqm B1A 
gross internal area and 3no. industrial units 
creating up to 600sqm B1C gross internal area 
(as amended by plans received 17 August 
2016)

Permission – 
12/09/2016

Development Plan Policies and Proposals

East Hampshire District Local Plan: Joint Core Strategy (2014)

CP20 - Landscape
CP27 - Pollution
CP29 - Design
CP31 - Transport

Planning Policy Constraints and Guidance

The NPPF sets out three roles (economic, social and environmental) that should be 
performed by the planning system. The Framework states that pursuing sustainable 
development involves seeking positive improvements in the quality of the built, natural and 
historic environment, as well as in people's quality of life, including (but not limited to):
 making it easier for jobs to be created in cities, towns and villages,
 moving from a net loss of bio-diversity to achieving net gains for nature,
 replacing poor design with better design,
 improving the conditions in which people live, work, travel and take leisure and,
 widening the choice of high quality homes.

The following section of the NPPF is considered to be particularly relevant to the 
consideration of this application:

 Section 7; Requiring good design.

Consultations and Town/Parish Council comments

EHDC Environmental Health (Pollution) - No comments to make on this application.

HCC Local Highway Authority - No objection.

Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council - No objection.



Representations

At the time of preparing this report no letters of representation had been received from third 
parties.  

Members should note, however, that the deadline for the receipt of comments on this 
application is 29 December 2016, after the date of this Committee.  Therefore, should any 
letters of representation be received in the period up to the 29 December deadline which 
object to this proposal, it is recommended that any issues raised therein are discussed with 
the Chairman of the Planning Committee and Portfolio Holder for Planning (who is also one 
of the Local Ward Members) to agree whether such issues are significant to warrant the 
application being referred back to the Planning Committee for determination, or whether a 
determination in accordance with this Committee's resolution would be appropriate.

Determining Issues

1. Principle of development
2. Impact on amenity
3. Impact on public safety

Planning Considerations 

1. Principle of development

The principle of advertisements associated with the marketing of new residential 
developments is well established.  Paragraph 67 of the NPPF advises that poorly placed 
advertisements can have a negative impact on the appearance of the natural and built 
environment.  Only those advertisements which will clearly have an appreciable impact on a 
building or their surroundings should be subject to the local planning authority's detailed 
assessment.  The NPPF advises that advertisements should be subject to control only in 
the interests of amenity and public safety, taking into account of cumulative impacts.  

2. Impact on amenity

With relevance to this application, Policy CP29 of the JCS requires all new development will 
be required to respect the character, identity and context of the District's towns, villages and 
countryside.  Amenity can take into account visual amenity within the street scene and 
impact on neighbouring occupiers. 

The signs would be installed for a temporary period during the sales and marketing of the 
approved employment development and, therefore, would be removed following occupation 
of the buildings.  The principle of installing such signage is thus accepted and their removal 
following the marketing period would need to be secured through a condition imposed on 
any consent granted.  The position of the signs at two points along the site frontage is 
considered to be acceptable and the scale is appropriate for their function as marketing 
boards.



The signs would be located on the perimeter of the site and front onto Midhurst Road.  The 
northernmost board would be sited opposite the junction with the original alignment of 
Midhurst Road and thus would not impact on any neighbouring properties.  The 
southernmost of the two signs would be sited on the opposite side of Midhurst Road to flats 
at 56-60 Midhurst Road and would be separated by this highway and a distance of 16 
metres.  It is considered that with this degree of separation the signs would not have an 
adverse impact on their amenity in terms of overbearing impact considerations.

The signs would not be illuminated.

The Council's Environmental Health Officer has no comments to make on this application.

For these reasons the proposal is considered to be in accordance with the aims of Policies 
CP27 (Pollution) and CP29 (Design) of the JCS in terms of impact on the amenities of the 
area.

3. Impact on Public Safety

The main public safety impact consideration in this instance is whether the location and 
form of the signs would adversely affect the safety of road users.  

The Local Highway Authority has confirmed that it has no objection to the proposal and no 
conditions are requested.

For these reasons the access arrangements for the site are considered to be acceptable, in 
accordance with the aims of Policy CP31 of the JCS. 

Response to Parish/Town Council Comments

Bramshott and Liphook Parish Council has no objection to the development.

Conclusion

The signage is associated with sales and marketing of an approved employment 
development and appropriate signage is considered to be acceptable in principle.

The application is considered to be acceptable in terms of impact on the amenity of the 
area.  Given that these signs would be installed for a temporary period, it recommended 
that any consent be conditioned to require their removal from the site following the end of 
the sales period.  The development is also considered to be acceptable in terms of impact 
on public safety.

For these reasons the development is considered to be in accordance with the 
Development Plan.



RECOMMENDATION

In the event that no letters of representation, which raise material planning objections to the 
proposal, are received in the period following this Committee which ends on 29 December 
2016, then it is recommended that CONSENT for these advertisements is approved, 
subject to the conditions set out below.

In the event that letters of representation, which raise material planning objections to the 
proposal, are received in the period following this Committee which ends on 29 December 
2016, then the Head of Planning, in consultation with the Chairman of the Planning 
Committee and the Portfolio Holder for planning is authorised to either:

1. refer this application back to the Planning Committee for determination, or
2. approve CONSENT for these advertisements, subject to the conditions set out below.

1 No advertisement is to be displayed without the permission of the owner of 
the site or any other person with an interest in the site entitled to grant 
permission.

2 No advertisement shall be sited or displayed so as to -
(a) endanger persons using any highway, railway, waterway, dock, harbour 
or aerodrome (civil or military);

(b) obscure, or hinder the ready interpretation of, any traffic sign, railway 
signal or aid to navigation by water or air; or

(c) hinder the operation of any device used for the purpose of security or 
surveillance or for measuring the speed of any vehicle.

3 Any advertisement displayed, and any site used for the display of 
advertisements, shall be maintained in a condition that does not impair the 
visual amenity of the site.

4 Any structure or hoarding erected or used principally for the purpose of 
displaying advertisements shall be maintained in a condition that does not 
endanger the public.

5 Where an advertisement is required under these Regulations to be removed, 
the site shall be left in a condition that does not endanger the public or impair 
visual amenity.

6 The signage hereby approved shall be permanently removed from the site 
within 1 month of the sales and marketing processes for the employment 
buildings approved under planning permissions 33993/082 and 33993/083 
on the site ending.
Reason - In the interests of the amenity of the area since the signage is 
not considered appropriate for permanent retention.



7 The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with 
the following approved plans and particulars:

Application Form
Location Plan
Plan of Marketing Board (Dated 13 December 2016)
Photo Plan of Board (Dated 7 December 2016)

Reason - To ensure provision of a satisfactory development

Informative Notes to Applicant:

1 In accordance with paragraphs 186 and 187 of the NPPF East 
Hampshire District Council (EHDC) takes a positive and proactive 
approach and works with applicants/agents on development proposals in 
a manner focused on solutions by:
 offering a pre-application advice service,
 updating applicants/agents of any issues that may arise in the 

processing of their application and where possible suggesting 
solutions, and,

 by adhering to the requirements of the Planning Charter.

In this instance;
 the applicant was provided with pre-application advice,
 the applicant was updated of any issues after the initial site visit and 

amended details were received.

CASE OFFICER: Stephen Wiltshire 01730 234229
———————————————————————————————————————
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